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Knowledge Management and Organizational Memories 
 
 
Knowledge Management (KM) is one of the key progress factors in organizations.  It aims at capturing 
explicit and tacit knowledge of an organization in order to facilitate the access, sharing, and reuse of 
that knowledge as well as creation of new knowledge and organizational learning. KM must be guided 
by a strategic vision to fulfill its primary organizational objectives: improving knowledge sharing and 
cooperative work inside the organization; disseminating best practices; improving relationships with 
the external world; preserving past knowledge of the organization for reuse; improving the  quality of 
projects and innovations; anticipating the evolution of the external environment; and preparing for 
unexpected events and managing urgency and crisis situations. One approach for KM consists of 
building a corporate memory or organizational memory (OM). Several techniques can be considered, 
according to the type of organization, its needs and its culture: knowledge-based approaches, 
document-based approaches, workflow-based approaches, CBR-based approaches, CSCW and 
cooperative approaches, ontology-based approaches, corporate Semantic Webs, Web-based 
approaches, agent-based approaches, distributed OMs, etc. 
Several scenarios of KM can be tackled through OMs: project memory, skills management, 
communities of practice, strategic or technological watch, etc. The workshop aims at gathering 
researchers from multiple disciplines, industrial participants and students in order to discuss models, 
methodologies, techniques and application scenarios useful for building, using, managing, evaluating 
and evolving corporate memories. 
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Abstract: 

This paper presents an industrial system model and a model of corporate memory supporting these 

models of systems. The corporate model sees the latter through two types of knowledge. Skill 

Knowledge, which constitutes the main capital knowledge of the company and refers to its basic skill. 

Theme Knowledge represents a specialized knowledge or a knowledge relating to a given field. 

The objective of the corporate memory model, named ReCaRo, is to capitalize knowledge by allowing 

its systematic re-use. ReCaRo builds corporate memories which have a multi memory architecture. 

This architecture means that every memory will be made up of five communicating memories. We 

will answer to two questions: 1) how can we model an industrial system? and 2) how can we 

implement the re-use principle in such systems. 

 

Key words: Corporate memories, meta-model, re-use, ReCaRo 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work was motivated by the observation of the strong tendency of the today’s company to be 

specialized. To be effective, the company standardizes its processes and its resources. it, often, handles 

the same entities for different actions. These entities can be physical objects, rules, processes, etc. 

Progressively and using these entities, the company constitutes, in the long run, a capital knowledge. 

However, this capital knowledge is often scattered on the experts of the company and in documents. It 

is very volatile. The objective is to collect it, organize it and preserve it for re-use purposes. This 

preservation is done, very often, through the concept of corporate memory (Brooking, 2000; Pomian, 

1996; Vanheijst, 1996). This capital is then re-used in different situations in order to reduce the costs 

and the times of development. It is the concept of the company learning (knowledge creating 

company) (Nonaka, 2002) and the working knowledge (Davenport, 2000).  

In this paper, we propose a corporate model and a generic corporate memory model supporting it. The 

corporate memory model is named ReCaRo which is the acronym of REsource, CAse and ROle which 

are the main concepts of the memory. We emphasize, particularly, n the re-use problem of the 

knowledge contained in the corporate memory. 

To build the corporate memory, we propose an approach in two stages. In the first stage, the objective 

is to propose a modelling of the company (in this research, we are interested in the industrial 

companies which we will call industrial systems) which supports the development of corporate 

memories allowing the easy and systematic re-use of capital knowledge. In a second stage, the 

objective is to propose a generic corporate memory deduced from the industrial system. 

This paper is divided into four main parts. The first one presents the concept of knowledge and its 

reuse. The second one presents the model of the industrial system, the third presents the proposed 

generic model of the corporate memory and, finally, the last one presents the application of the 

ReCaRo model for the conception of a corporate memory in the design of industrial systems for liquid 

hydrocarbons transportation.  
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2. CORPORATE KNOWLEDGE AND REUSE 

In this section, we give some theoretical elements regarding the knowledge management in the 

company as well as the concept of knowledge re-use. We will not try to define the corporate 

knowledge, but we will position ourselves directly within a framework of corporate knowledge 

management while trying to determine its main characteristics. Among these characteristics, we have 

the usual distinction between data, information, comprehension and knowledge (Boersma, 1996). The 

aspects of puting in context the knowledge were particularly developed in sociology (Vink, 1999) and 

in cognitive psychology (Poitou, 1996). Pomian (1996) introduced the distinction between " 

knowledge ", " information " and " data ". Hatchuel and Weil (1995) introduced the distinction 

between know-how and the knowledge. Danveport and Prusac (2000) evokes the link between 

knowledge and context. Finally Alquier (2003) and Ermine (1996) introduce the concept of knowledge 

system. The definition of the concept of knowledge in the organization remains very prone to 

discussion. For us, we remain in the optics of (Davenport, 2000) which is interested in the problem of 

the re-use of knowledge. 

There is a multitude of classifications of corporate knowledge. In it, we find the typology of KADS 

(Breuker, 1995), which classifies knowledge according to the specialization. The typology of 

Brooking (2000) and Pomian (1996) classify knowledge according to the type. The typology of 

Grundstein (2000) classifies knowledge according to the mode of use. The typology of Colins (1992) 

classifies knowledge according to the degree of exactitude and distribution in the company.  

An important point in this paper is the re-use of this knowledge. In the most general case, " To re-use " 

means, to use again existing elements. In the case of knowledge management, the term re-uses means, 

to use one or several existing components resources in order to create new components with a 

minimum search time and few adaptations. Thy have to be lower than those necessary to the 

construction of new components offering the same functionalities (Demourioux, 1998). Most works on 

the re-use principe introduce the concept of reusable component (Bushmann, 1998). These works 

introduce the reusable component as being an object of the organization described through a set of 

characteristics, often descriptive. 

For simplification needs, these reusable components are often gathered in classes. Demourioux (1998) 

proposed a typology of reusable components for the design of information systems. Projects DECIDE 

(Alquier 1997) and PRIMA (Alquier, 2000) propose a classification of the reusable components for 

cost management in the design of new products. 

3. THE INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM MODEL 

In this section, we will answer the following question: how can one model an industrial system from a 

point of view of a corporate memory? 

The model of the company that we propose sees the company through the entities it re-uses. Any 

industrial system, therefore, will be modelled as a system constituted of, or handling, two types of 

components:  

The skill components: They represent every physical or logical object which constitutes the basic 

skills of the company. 

The theme components: They represent all that is necessary to operate the system, such as the 

consumed resources, the inputs and the outputs of the system etc. 

The two components’ types are in interaction and are connected according to a logic suitable for the 

system. These components constitute the main objects on which a capital knowledge is developed. The 

corporate memory model that we propose aims to capitalize this knowledge with a re-use goal.  
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4. THE CORPORATE MEMORY MODEL 

The corporate memory model that we propose as a support to the model of the industrial system 

handles two types of knowledge and has a multi-memory architecture. In this model, every memory is 

built around five main ones that we present below: 

Reusable resources’ memory (R. R. Memory): In the first stage, it is necessary to take an inventory 

of the capital corporate knowledge and the capital skill and theme knowledge. This is done through an 

inventory of the industrial system‘s components. Each component will be listed in the form of what 

we will call the reusable resource and will constitute the memory of the reusable resources. Each 

reusable resource answers a well defined model. To conceive the memory of the reusable resources 

comes down finally to take an inventory of the various types of components and modelling each one 

of these types. 

Roles’ memory: In a second stage, it is necessary to build the memory of the roles. A role describes 

an element of the reusable resource context. The objective of the roles is to ensure the connection of a 

resource’s use to its context of use. Very often a role comes down to taking an inventory of the set of 

roles that describes and comments the capital knowledge, and proposing a model for each type.  

Cases’ memory: A case of use represents the description of the use or the re-use of a reusable 

resource in a given context. It is defined by a reusable resource, to which it was decided to add a set of 

roles. Each role is carrying a single semantic which relates to the described part of the context. In a 

third stage, it is necessary to take an inventory of all the experiences, around these reusable resources. 

Each experience is represented by a case of use. To constitute the memory of the cases, it is necessary 

to take an inventory of all the types of cases. Each type of case will be represented by a model. 

Networks of cases’ memory: A network of cases represents the description of the coordinated use of 

several cases for the realization of a common and single goal. It is an assembly of several cases using 

roles. In this situation, the roles keep exactly their function which is that of connectors carrying a 

semantic. This memory is used to describe experiences which are too complex to be described by 

cases. 

Contexts’ memory: The context is a description of the situation in which the case was carried out. 

The concept of context is complementary to that of a role. It is used to describe situations which are 

either too rare or too complex to be described by roles. 

According to this, every corporate memory will be made up of those five memories. These memories 

are connected according to the logic described by figure 1. The cases' memory consists of the 

connection of the reusable resources, the memory of roles and the memory of contexts. The memory 

of the cases network consists of the connection of the cases' memory, the roles’ memory and the 

contexts’ memory. The global design of the corporate memory is thus summarized as follows: make, 

for each of the five concepts, an inventory of its various forms and propose for each form an adequate 

model.  
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Figure 1 : General architecture of the corporate memory 
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5. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO THE SH_TRC PROJECT 

The goal of this section is to validate the proposed model on a real case of corporate memories' 

modelling. We will present the SH_TRC project as well as the built corporate memory. 

5.1. PRESENTATION OF THE SH_TRC PROJECT 

This project aims to set up a corporate memory of all the capital experience and knowledge acquired 

during the design, the renovation, the maintenance or the extension of the transportation of liquid 

hydrocarbons. Each one of these actions is done through a study which gives rise to a specification, 

describing for example the requirements and the technical features of the future industrial system. This 

specification constitutes for us, in addition to the experts, one of the main sources of knowledge.  

The goal of this project is to help the designers of future industrial systems to carry out their tasks in 

best times by assisting them in the design phase. This assistance will be done by proposing to the 

designers a set of components, resulting from the memory of components, and approaching the most 

their needs.  

5.2. THE INDUSTRIAL MODEL OF THE SH_TRC PROJECT  

As described in section 3, the industrial system of the SH_TRC project is seen through two types of 

components: 

Skill components: we have listed two types of skill components. The component of type product 

which represents any physical element entering in the composition of an industrial facility (for 

example: pump, circuit breaker, pipe etc.) and the component of type process which represents all the 

dynamics of the industrial system.  

Theme components: Among the themes studied in the project SH_TRC, the topic retained is the 

conception of the specification draft. The development of the latter offers to the users an assistance in 

the specification of future installations. In this theme, we have found two types of components: the 

component of type portion of text and the component of type graphic element. The component of type 

portion of text gathers all that was written around a skill component and the component of type 

graphic element gathers all the diagrams and graphs associated to a component. 

5.3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED MEMORY IN THE SH_TRC 

PROJECT 

In accordance with the generic architecture proposed in section 4, the memory of the SH_TRC project 

will be made up of five memories that we will present below:  

5.3.1. Memory of Reusable Resources 

This memory gathers the four types of reusable resources: product type, portion of test type, graphic 

element type and process type.  

In this article, we are, particularly, interested in the first three reusable resources’ types. The reusable 

resource of process type is described in (Admane, 2004).  

Memory of the reusable resources of type product: It is the main resource among the ones of the 

skill type. Almost all the corporate memory requests are on it. The product is regarded as the element 

of the finest granularity. It can be used in the composition of an industrial facility, or in the 

composition of another product. The model of figure 2 describes the product isolated from any use. 

The structural properties describe the resource. The properties of environment describe the interaction 

of the resource with its environment. The properties of re-use describe the possible re-use forms of the 

resource. 
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Each instance of a component's model will become an element of the memory of the reusable 

resources of type product.  

The example of figure 3 is an element of this memory. We represent this component as a record. This 

example describes a programmable pump. The characteristics of the re-use inform that this pump can 

be used as an amplifier of flow. It can also be used in manual or automatic mode.  

Reusable Resource Product: pompe P217 

Name:  ZPHMP2002-1 

Description:  Programmable Hydraulic pump 

Standard Properties:  Double pumping, … 

Standard Values  Max Power: 100 bars, diameter of entry: 300 mm, … 

Energy:  Diesel 

Climatic zone:  Arid, tropical 

Constraints of reuse: Product not corrosive 

Technical Family:  Pumping, amplification flow … 

Cost Famiy: High 

Reference value:  

Form of reuse: Amplifier of flow 

Properties of reuse: Flow parameters, modification section … 

Values of reuse:  

Constraints of reuse:  

Possible State: Automatic, manuel … 

Figure 3 : Example of a reusable resource of type PRODUCT 

Memory of reusable resources of type portion of text : It is a resource of the theme resources’ 

memory. This resource represents any portion of text that seems interesting. It is described by figure 4. 

The re-use properties of type nature describe the form or the length of the text and those of the re-use 

type of usage gives the type of the text (descriptive, modifying, etc.) 

 

The example of figure 5 describes a reusable resource of type potion of text. It is an assembly notice of 

a reusable resource. It is a short technical text which describes a process. The text itself is in the 

R.R. PRODUCT 
Structural  prop. State  Reuse Prop. 

Form Reuse Prop. 
  

Nature Reuse Prop. Name  

Description 

Energy  

Climatic area 

Using Constr. 
Tech. family 

Ref. Values 
Reuse Value 

Reuse Const. 

 Possible State 

Std. Values 

Cost Family  

Std. Prop.  
Reuse Form 

Reuse Prop. 

Environment Prop. 

 Figure 2 : Model of reusable resource type Product 

 

Environment Prop. 

R.R. Portion of text 

Structural Prop. Reuse Prop. : usage Reuse Prop. : nature 
Code 

Content 

Writer   Text form Text Type 

Text lenth 

Figure 4 : Model of reusable resource of type PORTION OF TEXT  
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Content property. 

Reusable resource PORTION of TEXT : note of assembly 

Name :  Notice 111 

Description :  Note of assembly of the programmable hydraulic pump 

Content :  <Text >  

Writer :  Name of the writer 

Text Form : Technical Text 

Lenth of text : Short  

Type of text : Processus 

Figure 5 : Example of a reusable resource of type PORTION OF TEXT 

Me3mory of reusable resources of type graphic element : The reusable resource of type graphic 

element is, also, a resource of the theme resources memory. This resource represents any graphic 

element extracted from the specification which seems interesting. It is described in figure 6. The 

properties of re-use of the type nature describe the form or the dimensions of the graph and those of 

type of usage give the type of the graph (descriptive, modifying, assembly, etc;) 

 

A reusable resource of graphic type can be modelled exactly like a reusable resource of textual type.  

5.3.2. Memory of Roles 

The roles serve to describe all or a part of a reusable resource within a particular use. All the semantics 

carried by the role relates to the evoked reusable resource. The model of roles is described by figure 7. 

 

In the SH-TRC project, we have proposed three models of roles.  

Model of Internal role: These roles implement only one reusable resource: the current resource. The 

global model of this role is described in figure 7. The internal role is described by a set of properties 

which are: The name which is used as an identifier and a short description of the role. As an example 

of internal roles, we can inventory all the roles which aim are to describe the called upon reusable 

resource. Among these roles, we find the Mechanical role which describes the reusable resource as 

being a mechanical component, the Manuel_mode role which means that the component is used in a 

manual mode, etc... 

Model of connection’s role: The roles of the type connection are roles which are used to describe all 

the interaction that the called upon reusable resource can have with another reusable resource. This 

latter is called dependent reusable resource. The general model of this role is identical to the internal 

role except that it implements two reusable resources. These roles can be for example: 

Role type 

Resource(s)  

Evoques descriptives Prop. 

Name 

Description 

Figure 7. Role’s model  

Environment Prop. 

R.R. Graphic Element 

Structural Prop. Reuse Prop:. usage Reuse Prop.: nature 
Code 

Content 

Writer  Graph Form Graph Type 

Dimensions 

Figure 6 : Model of reusable resource of type GRAPHIC  
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be_connected_to which informs that the current resource was connected to another, adapted_on which 

means that the component can be adapted on another component or commented_on which means that 

the component iscommented on by another resource (of type portion of text or person that we can 

define). 

Model of mediation’s role: The roles of mediation type are used to describe the way with which the 

called upon reusable resource comes between two dependent reusable resources. This resource is used 

as a mediator between the two dependent reusable resources. The role of mediation, thus, calls upon 

three reusable resources. We give, as an example, the following roles: To assemble which means that 

the reusable resource is used to assemble two other reusable resources; to annotate which means that 

the reusable resource (of textual type) is used to put a comment on a portion of text associated to a 

resource etc. 

The table of figure 8 presents some elements of the roles’ memory . 

Types Roles 

Internal Roles  Physical Obj, obj Informational, machine, module, hydraulic, mechanics, electric, 

location, make modification, section reduction, descriptif text, operating mode 
Position-fonction, Modify- characteristic, suppress -componant, (joint), etc. 

Connection’s 

Roles 

Adapt on, connected to, connectable with, non compatible with, used in, described by, 

describe, schematized by, schematize, Add-component, Obligatory composition, 
Optionel Composition, Specialization, Generalization, Reuse, Derivation, Equivalence, 

Obligatory need, Optional need, Induction, precede, following, before, after, etc. 

Mediation 
Roles 

To assemble, to adapt, annotate, informs, etc. 

Figure 8. Extraction from the roles’ memory 

5.3.3. Memory of Models of contexts  

We thought of contexts’ models which make it possible to describe situations in the form of texts. 

Practically, we built a single model of context. This model is illustrated in figure 9.  

 

It represents the context as being a portion of text described by the context code, context name, and a 

family of context. We define for example the contexts: 

Desert : knowledge is valid for desert regions 

Renovation : knowledge is valid in a situation of renovation 

Reduction of section: which means that the described knowledge is valid for problems of conducts 

section reduction. 

5.3.4. Memory of Models of cases  

The goal of these models is to represent the cases of use of reusable resources. Each model describes a 

type of a well defined case. A model of case is composed of the triplet: reusable resource, role and 

context. It is described by figure 10. 

The properties Name and Description describe the case itself. The property Resource represents the 

resource implemented in this particular case. It results from the memory of the reusable resources to 

be added as a case in the memory of the cases. The property Role is used to document the way in 

which the reusable resource was used in this case. The role is invoked by its name. The property 

Figure 9 : Model of context 

Context 

Name Family Code 
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context describes the context in which the case was built. And the property action explains the action 

defined by the role on the reusable resource 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The example of figure 11 describes a case of use of a programmable pump like a regulator of pressure.  

Case: amplification of pressure 

Description:  <Description of the case> 

Reuse Res.:  pump P217 

Role:  Position-fonction, Modify- caracteristic, Add-component (joint) 

Context:  Increase power 

Actions:  Position the pump in automatic mode, increase its section, remove the 
joint of origin and replace it by a hermetic one. 

Figure 11 : Example of a reusable resource of type CASE 

5.3.5. Memory of Scenarios of cases  

There exists, in reality, situations which are meaningful only after the description of several cases of 

use of several reusable resources. For these situations, we introduce the concept of scenarios of cases. 

The latter are defined like the description of the interaction of two or several cases for the realization 

of a common objective. The general model of the scenario of cases is defined in figure 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The cases are connected by sequence or logic roles (and, or, oux etc).  

For example, the connection of two conducts cannot be described by a case. It is the combination of 
four cases of use. The built scenario can be schematized by figure 13.  

Figure 12: : model of a scenario of cases  

Scenario of CASE 

Case 
Uses 

Rôle_A 
Annotated by 

Context 
Used in 

Acts on 
Action 

Name, Description 

Connected by 

Connected by 

Structural prop. 

Rôle_C 

Case 

Resource 
Uses 

Role 
Annotated by 

Context 
Used in 

Commented by 
Action 

Name 

Description 

Described by 

Described by 

Figure 10 : Model of cases  
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In this example, Cas1 means the assembly of a core of reduction (to reduce the diameter of a 

conduct), Cas2 means assembly of a core of increase (to increase the diameter of a control), and Cas3 

means assembly of a ring of connection (connection of two conducts) and Cas4 means regulating 

assembly of pressure (regulation of the pressure) 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we presented a meta-model and a methodological way for the design of corporate 

memories based on the re-use principle. Two ideas were developed. 

The first relates to the architecture of the corporate memory. We chose an architecture multi 

memories which means that every memory developed according to the ReCaRo model will be made 

up of five communicating memories. We have the memory of the reusable resources, the memory of 

the roles, the memory of the cases and the networks of cases and the memory of the contexts. 

The second idea relates to the implementation on industrial cases. The main problem that we had to 

solve was that of the definition of the concept of reusable resource in the field of the hydrocarbon 

transport. For that, we proposed a modelling of the industrial system through two classes of 

components: skill knowledge and theme knowledge. 

The memory of corporate knowledge offers to the technicians all the help with the industrial systems 

design. The connection of the corporate memory to the documentary theme memory offers to them 

the assistance with specification when designing new installations. 

We chose to implement the corporate memory as a data base. The set of models and reusable 

resources was implemented as a set of data bases. Admane & Al. (2002), Admane & Al. (2002a) and 

Admane & Al. (2003) give all the details for this modelling. 

To capitalize, in the long run, this work, the idea is to develop mechanisms to collect produced 

knowledge. In our case, this knowledge is:  

Generic models of reusable resources: they are collected throughout the dissemination of the 

suggested method. These models are standardized, and given to the designers of corporate memories 

as reusable generic models; 

Generic models of reusable roles: they are collected in the same way as the reusable models of 

resources. The models of roles are standardized and classified;  

Listing of the most usual roles: one could collect the roles themselves because they can be reusable in 

their state. Their capitalization becomes taking an inventory of those roles, organizing them and 

proposing them to the users.  
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Abstract 
Practitioners still do not have at their disposal tools 
of health record management, allowing them to re-
produce all the practices they carry out with the 
paper record. By positioning us in the paradigm of 
a documentary approach, we adopt an original vi-
sion on the human computer interfaces of the elec-
tronic health record: we consider the electronic 
documents with their annotations. The aim of this 
publication is to show the interest of the annota-
tions to work on the documents of the health record 
and on the functionalities which result from these 
annotations (edition of documents, filtering, mes-
sage, etc.). This paper is an extension of the paper 
presented to the IC conference1. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 DocPatient project 
The evolution of the information systems is one of the 
stakes of the health system. The mutualisation of the pa-
tients’ medical data became one of the main objectives of 
the medical authorities. They want to simplify the ex-
changes of knowledge in a hospital unit, between several 
hospitals and others medical organisations (connection be-
tween the hospital and the city with the care networks). In-
deed, the more the number of health professionals around 
the patient increases, the more the flow of data, information 
and knowledge must be fast and coherent.  
 Traditionally, practitioners use a collection of paper 
documents, the Health Record, to convey medical knowl-
edge. From now on, this record shows its limits and, in par-
ticular, concerning the traceability and the filing. Many re-
search teams had worked on the design of an Electronic 
Health Record (EHR) since the Eighties. In the central issue 
of this work, we find the problems of the knowledge distri-
bution to all the actors of the organisation. Indeed, many 
categories of practitioners must have access to the medical 
                                                 

1 French Knowledge Engineering Conference http://www-
sop.inria.fr/acacia/afia2005/IC.html  

knowledge but their objectives, their missions are different. 
So, it is difficult to propose them adapted knowledge, in the 
adequate format, at the right time. 
 
 Since 2002, we were part of the DocPatient project. We 
try to computerise the hospital health record according to 
this documentary approach. This project of the University of 
Amiens is financed by the Picardy region. It gathers a multi-
field team composed of sciences for the engineer (data-
processing) and social sciences (law, management, psychol-
ogy). We work in collaboration with a pilot site2 and an in-
dustrial partner3. We develop documentary functionalities 
making easier the manipulations of the electronic docu-
ments.  
 After a theoretical research on the concept of document 
applied to the medical documents [Bringay et al., 2004-b], 
we went out into the field (in the paediatric unit) for a mul-
tidisciplinary study: observations of the practices, analyses 
of the needs, study of the various supports of knowledge, 
specifications, realisation and evaluation of models. Thank 
to this study, we understood how the practitioners currently 
transcribe knowledge on perpetual supports (paper or elec-
tronic documents, personal notes) and re-use it in contexts 
sometimes very distant in time and space from their crea-
tion. As specified by Hardstone et al. [2004], the creation of 
an electronic record, medical or not, is complex. We must 
take into account the daily actions and social interactions on 
which practitioners base their multidisciplinary work. With 
this study, we get some directives about the construction of 
the EHR and we justified our choice of a documentary ap-
proach. 
 In addition, we find annotations in the paper documents 
of the health record. These annotations support a part of the 
daily actions and interactions of the practitioners. We have 
chosen to maintain information in these annotations which 
is relevant to the record. Therefore, we went out into the 
field a second time to analyse this particular practice. We 

                                                 
2 The unit of paediatric intensive care and neonatal medicine of 

Amiens hospital 
3 The company UNI-MEDICINE http://www.uni-

medecine.com/ 
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realised a theoretical study of the concept of annotation and 
we wrote a definition of an annotation [Bringay et al., 
2004a]. We studied the existing software of annotations. We 
got some directives about a software component of annota-
tions, which can be link to an EHR. We affirm now that a 
functionality of annotations is one of the solutions to solve 
some problems of handling of the electronic medical docu-
ments. 

1.2 Annotations in the literature and annotations 
in the EHR 

In the community of people aiming at building research 
tools, the term "annotation" generally designates the meta-
data (e.g. Dublin Core4) and the descriptors of contents (e.g. 
XML tags) used to qualify and describe a resource in order 
to retrieve it in a set of resources and to re-use it (presenta-
tion of the same content with several layouts, creation of 
tables of contents or index). Either human beings, helped or 
not by the machines, or machines create these annotations. 
The machines treat them to answer the users’ requests. For 
example, with the traditional Web, human beings look for 
knowledge thanks to a search engine (full text research) and 
exploit themselves the lists of links through HTML pages. 
New techniques of health information retrieval are also 
based on these annotations [Hersh, 2003]. For example, 
within the framework of the CISMeF5 project, the hospital 
of Rouen (France) built a catalogue of the principal French 
medical sites and documents. This catalogue organises the 
resources thanks to annotations, according to several points 
of view and, in particular, according to a classification of 
topics. This classification includes the principal biological 
and medical specialities recognised in France. The thesaurus 
Medline6 inspired this classification [Douyere et al., 2004; 
Soualmia and Darmoni, 2005]. They are formal annotations 
the machines can understand. 
 In addition, new collective practices linked to the prac-
tices of annotation arise from the Web technical evolutions. 
We find, for example, the forums which are virtual places 
on a network where several users can converse more or less 
freely. We find community portals built by groups of Net 
surfers around a topic [Sack et al., 2004]. We find also 
Wiki, these Web sites freely modifiable by the visitors who 
create a common work [Aronsson, 2002; Chawner and 
Lewis, 2004]. In well defined specialities, some software of 
collaborative design exist [Darses et al., 2001], as in auto-
motive engineering or aeronautics. This type of software 
allows the users to share knowledge through documents. In 
all these new spaces of exchanges, we find annotations. 
Human beings create these annotations and use them. They 
generally exploit them as a base for the creation of a perpet-
ual object as a document, for the construction of common 
references, for acting, etc. They are informal annotations 
which are comprehensible by human beings. 

                                                 
4 http://dublincore.org/ 
5 http://www.chu-rouen.fr/cismef/ 
6 http://medlineplus.gov/ 

 Finally, we oppose these two categories of annotations 
more by the use made with them than by their formality. 
Formal annotations are created by humans or machines to be 
used mainly by machines and informal annotations are cre-
ated by humans to be used mainly by humans. But if we 
want to exploit these informal annotations, we must add to 
them formal annotations to carry out calculations. 
 In the EHR, we will find these two types of annotations. 
Indeed, the quantity of medical documents in a record can 
be very important. An EHR must be equipped with a system 
which helps practitioners to arrange documents in the record 
and to look for knowledge. In this aim, we use formal anno-
tations interpreted and treated by machines. In addition, as it 
is a collective work, practitioners add to the electronic 
documents informal annotations to exchange knowledge. 
Thanks to our multi-field study of the medical practices 
carried out with the paper health record [Bringay et al., 
2004, a-b], we have noted that the health professionals al-
ready use this type of annotations during paper documents 
writing and reading. 
 In this paper, we will focus our attention mainly on the 
informal annotations and the processing which can be car-
ried out on them. Our definition of an informal annotation 
elaborated thanks to [Chahuneau et al., 1992; Churchill et 
al., 2000; Denoue et al., 2003; Golovchinsky, 2003; Koi-
vunen and Swick., 2001; Zacklad, 2004; Wolfe, 2000] is: 

An annotation is a particular note linked to a target. 
The target can be a collection of documents, a docu-
ment, a segment of document (a paragraph, a group of 
words, an image, and a part of image …), and another 
annotation. Each annotation has a content, material-
ised by an inscription. It is the trace of the mental rep-
resentation elaborated by the annotator about the tar-
get. The content of the annotation can be interpreted 
by another reader. The anchor links the annotation to 
the target (a line, a surrounded sentence …). 

 Our objective is to show the interest of such functionality 
in the particular context of the EHR. In section 2, we show 
why the study of the medical documents justifies the docu-
mentary approach to present the EHR. In section 3, we ana-
lyse the limits of the electronic medical documents and we 
explain how formal and informal annotations can solve 
some problems encountered by the practitioners when they 
use them. In section 4, we expose the processing authorised 
on the informal annotations. 

2 A documentary approach for the EHR 

2.1 The paper health record 

2.1.1 Documentarisation of the medical documents 
In a hospital unit, there are many situations of transaction7. 
Various creators carry out these transactions for various 

                                                 
7 We use in this section the terms of [Zacklad 2004], who 

based him on the transactional theories to describe the medical 
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beneficiaries (patients, fellows, physicians, nurses, pharma-
cist …). They are linked by social relations (they work for 
the patient). They have a common project: the patient’s re-
covery. However, each actor has his own project. The phy-
sician who writes a prescription does not have the same 
concerns as the pharmacist who manages all the drugs of the 
hospital. Fortunately, during the transactions, they will use a 
representational common ground (on the patient, medicine) 
as well as their own competences in order to disambiguate 
the communication. These transactions are realised in het-
erogeneous spatiotemporal frameworks (offices, conference 
rooms, corridors, by phone) with various environmental 
conditions (the actors have a table, little time). 
 Most of these transactions are oral. Yet, traditionally, 
practitioners developed a significant culture of writing 
words. In order to keep the most traces of the exchanges, 
they transcribe or record them on a perpetual medium, the 
paper or electronic documents of the health record. So, prac-
titioners can handle (complete, annotate, read) this knowl-
edge. It is reactivated in various contexts and will be the 
support of new transactions. Considering the number and 
the complexity of the situations of transaction, the hospital 
units organise a real process of documentarisation” [Zack-
lad, 2004]. The heads of department designed the architec-
ture of the record and the organisation of the documents. So, 
the management of the documents is easier: in the paper 
health record, we know where to retrieve the surgical report. 
Likewise, their physical manipulations are easier: thanks to 
the predefined outline of the patient discharge summary, a 
writer knows where to look for the paragraph he wants to 
fill in and a reader knows where to retrieve the paragraph 
with the required knowledge. Besides, during their studies, 
practitioners learn how to write and read these documents. 
"The medical record is a tool (…) it does not ‘represent’ the 
work, but it feeds into it, it structures and transforms it in 
complex ways: it structures that communication between 
healthcare personnel, shapes medical decision making, and 
frames relations between personnel and patients." [Berg, 
1998] 

2.1.2 Creators and beneficiaries of the medical docu-
ments  
Several creators can produce a document and several bene-
ficiaries can read it. For example, the "interns’ card", built 
collectively by the interns and daily update, is written for all 
the practitioners tacking care of the patient. Of course, the 
interns who write it are the first beneficiaries because the 
fact of summarising their knowledge in the card helps them 
to memorise the patient’s state. However, most of the 
documents are written for precise beneficiaries. For exam-
ple, a physician writes the patient discharge summary for all 
the specialists who take part into the patient recovery when 
he leaves the hospital. However, these documents can be the 
support of non foreseeable exchanges, when unexpected 
beneficiaries take advantage of the knowledge stored in 

                                                                                   
documents as documents for action. These terms are in italic in this 
publication. 

them. For example, a physician places an imagery report in 
the record. A teacher-physician incites his students to read 
it. The intentionality of the document moves. A document 
written with a particular aim can satisfy a need of communi-
cation not envisaged during its design. The reader distorts 
the initial intentionality of the document. He recontextual-
ises the knowledge present in the document according to his 
reading objectives. Berg and Goorman [1999] affirm that 
this way of using and re-using the record is linked to the 
contextual nature of the medical knowledge. "Medical in-
formation is entangled with the context of production: 
medical data are tied to the purpose of their generation and 
they are part of an evolving array of medical data which 
continually reshapes their meaning (…) Doctors are aware 
of the constantly evolving nature of the data they produce 
and they generate their data accordingly". 

2.1.3 Two types of medical documents  
In order to documentarise the record, the head of department 
(designer) have organised the documents in the record and 
the knowledge in the document. The designer structures the 
document and gives indications in the headings on the 
knowledge to be captured. Their internal articulation8 is 
explicit. This decomposition into hierarchical fragments, 
organised in a particular way, highlights the semiotic pro-
ductions and gives meaning to their organisation. The writ-
ers analyse the designers’ indications to fill in the docu-
ments. In the health record, there are two types of docu-
ments: 
• The forms written in real time, in the room of the pa-

tient, contain primarily raw data related to the cares. 
The designer structures the forms finely and gives 
precise information in the headings of the fields on the 
knowledge to be captured. The writer interprets these 
indications to fill in the fields. These two authors have 
a joint project: to keep traces of the knowledge used 
during stereotyped transactions. They have also their 
own project. The designer wants to codify knowledge 
in the forms to re-exploit it easily. The writer wants, 
as fast as possible, to keep the most traces of the 
medical event in which he took part. In these struc-
tured forms, we can identify easily small semiotics 
productions and the precise links relating them. The 
writers’ works (their captures are limited to some 
words or sentences segments) and the readers’ works 
(they learned how to retrieve knowledge in such 
forms) are easier. An example of form is the "admin-
istrative document of entry". 

• The documents of synthesis written after the medical 
acts contain interpretations of the practitioners. There 
are also two authors. The outline of the document, 

                                                 
8 We described in [Bringay et al., 2004a] the internal articula-

tion of the document (the logic design [Bachimont, 2001]), i.e. the 
decomposition into fragments (in little semiotics productions) and 
their layout which is itself significant. 
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created by the designer, structures the document into 
paragraphs (and not into fields as for the forms). The 
designer gives indications on the contents of the para-
graphs. The writer remains free of the knowledge he 
captures. Generally, he uses the natural language. Ac-
cording to Bachimont [2001], only this linguistic lay-
out allows the expression of the various levels of in-
formation (the factual, the potential and the inten-
tional), necessary to the knowledge contextualisation. 
The two authors have a joint project: to consign the 
most knowledge resulting from an analysis. They 
have also their own project. The designer, by impos-
ing an outline, wants to organise the writing to make it 
exploitable. This outline cannot be as precise as the 
forms outline because it is impossible to predefine the 
knowledge resulting from a reflection. The writer 
wants to keep traces of his analysis which will help 
him during the cares. These documents are semi-
structured. So, important semiotics productions and 
the links relating them can be identifying easily. An 
example of document of synthesis is the "patient dis-
charge summary", summarising the hospitalisation of 
the patient. 

 Of course, there are also documents written without a 
predefined model, such as the diagram improvised by the 
surgeon to explain his operation to the patient. However, 
these documents are rare. Finally, we can oppose these two 
categories of documents by the type of knowledge captured 
(predefined knowledge vs unforeseeable knowledge), by the 
type of writing (a rigid writing vs a free writing) and by the 
level of structure of the document (structured documents vs 
semi-structured documents). Bachimont [2001] affirms that 
the predefined textual types fix the rules of reading and 
writing. These rules allow readings in distant contexts in 
time and space from the creation.  

2.2 The EHR and the documentary approach 
Traditionally, we distinguish two types of applications: 
document-based applications and data-based applications. 
• The aim of the document-based applications is to man-

age documents. These ones permit to place and re-
trieve a document in a collection (surf from a docu-
ment to another and move in a document). In such an 
application, the health record is considered as a col-
lection of electronic documents. That seems to be 
adapted for the care practices. Documents are struc-
tured, semi-structured or non-structured and this struc-
ture is used for processing on documents. 

• The aim of the data-based applications (built with a 
database) is to manage knowledge. These ones allow 
to capture data, to place and retrieve them in a data-
base and to make calculations on them. In such an ap-
plication, the health record is considered as a set of 
data. That seems to be adapted for the management 

and research practices. Documents are structured 
(sometimes semi-structured) but this structure is not 
used for processing on documents. 

 In those two types of applications, we capture and consult 
knowledge through documents. So, we choose to present the 
health record as a hypermedia (a collection of electronic 
documents). Moreover, it is not relevant to oppose these two 
approaches. These ones merge into themselves. According 
to the exploitation of the data wished, we must build struc-
tured or semi-structured documents. The more the system 
has a fine logic data structure and the more it can realise 
processing on data. The more the system has a fine internal 
documents articulation and the more it can realise process-
ing on documents to make easier their manipulations (crea-
tion of index, synopses). Whereas a weak structure of the 
documents makes easier a daily use (the writer fills in the 
documents as he want), it is impossible without a strong 
structure to integrate tools with a strong added value for 
management and research. The solution comes from a com-
promise resulting from the study of the documents use. The 
documents use determines the type of electronic documents 
presented to the user: 
• For the forms written in real time, we will use elec-

tronic structured and fixed documents (no freedom of 
capture for the writer) with helps for speeding the cap-
ture. They are similar to the forms in data-based ap-
plications. 

• For the document of synthesis, we will use electronic 
semi-structured and non-fixed documents (freedom of 
capture for the writer) because the conservation of the 
writing context is the essential criterion. They are 
similar to the forms in document-based applications. 

 Computerising the health record according to a documen-
tary approach consists of transforming this record into a 
hypermedia, by taking into account the uses of the practitio-
ners with the documents. On this point, some authors like 
[Arnott Smith, 2004; Berg and Goorman, 1999; Charlet, 
2003; Lovis et al., 2003] agree with us. 

3 Needs of annotations 
In spite of the documentarisation effort of the medical au-
thorities to simplify the writing and the reading of the medi-
cal documents, those documents are not sufficient to allow 
the practitioners to really work on all the knowledge they 
create. The change of medium from paper to electronic me-
dium stresses these difficulties. We show in this section that 
the contribution of the traditional formal annotations is not 
sufficient. Practitioners still suffer from difficulties when 
they work with the EHR. Informal annotations can solve a 
part of these problems. 

3.1 Contributions and limits of the formal annota-
tions 

By using an EHR, the practitioners have a lot of problems. 
[Nygren et al., 1992, a-b] describe the reading problems 
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specific to the health record. Most of them are linked to the 
loss of the spatiality. On a screen, we can visualise at the 
same time only a little number of documents whereas on 
paper medium, we can spread out the record on a table to 
build a global vision of its contents. The readers also suffer 
from confusion in the hypermedia. The memory is over-
loaded by too many requests: buttons, links. So, we must 
improve the functionalities of hypertextual navigation. The 
formal annotations can be used for indexing the documents 
and retrieve them. 
 In an EHR, most of the formal annotation can be auto-
matically filled in. We can collect metadata through the ap-
plication as the author of the document, the date and the 
place of production, etc. In addition, as most of the docu-
ments are predefined, we can mark their contents thanks to 
descriptors which allow to identify the logic outline of the 
document as the title, the quotations, etc. 
 These formal annotations allow the improvement of the 
hypertextual navigation functionalities. For example, in the 
Hospitexte project9, the authors automatically generated 
documents of navigation (index, tables of contents, synop-
ses) thanks to calculations carried out on the formal annota-
tions marking the documents contents of the health record. 
With these documents of navigation, we can reach the 
knowledge in the documents by trying to reduce the cogni-
tive costs related to the knowledge search. They offer new 
means of finding his way in the hypermedia, to build read-
ing roads. 
 However, we cannot generate easily formal annotations 
on the semantic contents of a document without human’s 
intervention, in spite of the improvement in natural language 
processing (NLP) [Laforest and Flory, 2000]. In particular 
organisations, people are used to designate one or more ac-
tors of the group to enrich the documents with annotations 
relating to an interpretation of their contents. For example, 
in traditional document management, librarians appoint one 
of them to index the documents thanks to the addition of 
formal annotations. This indexation profits to all the users of 
the documentary unit. In the case of the health record, we 
cannot imagine to ask to the practitioners to put a lot into 
the addition of such information in the documents, even to 
facilitate later reading road. They have no time for that. 

3.2 Contributions of the informal annotations 
The informal annotations allow to solve other problems in 
the EHR.  
 Some difficulties encountered by practitioners are related 
to the type of the documents - too rigid for writers’ writing - 
and to the unpredictability of medical knowledge - where 
practitioners can consign the knowledge not envisaged by 
the designers and which emerge during the writing and the 
reading? On paper, practitioners currently use informal an-
notations to complete their capture in the forms and to keep 
traces of their readings. Indeed, even if the designer leaves 

                                                 
9 This project was carried out by the DIAM (collaboration of V. 
Brunie, B. Bachimont and J. Charlet) (Charlet et al. 1998) 
http://www.biomath.jussieu.fr/Hospitexte/. 

textual fields for non foreseeable knowledge, the writers 
will prefer to annotate the rigid forms for the writing. With a 
graphical way (an arrow, an underlined part), they connect 
the comment and the part of the document having caused 
the comment. We do not find annotations written by writers 
in the documents of synthesis, less rigid, because they have 
sufficient freedom to write in the paragraphs. A posteriori, 
whatever the type of the document is, readers leave traces of 
their comprehension in annotations. The annotations thus 
allow contextualise the knowledge not envisaged by the 
designer of the documents, produced during the writing and 
the reading. The reader enters in the constitutive process of 
the document. With the annotation practice, he can re-
appropriate the document, rewrite it according to the desired 
use. Consequently, he becomes the "author of his reading" 
[Bachimont, 2004]. 
 With annotations, practitioners also link documents, 
guide the reading from a document to another document. 
For example, to justify his argumentation in an imagery 
report, an expert adds the comment "cf. thorax radiograph 
n°2". 
 The study of the paper health record showed that the 
practitioners need helps for the creation of synthesis. In-
deed, numerous documents result from the combination of 
annotations target (part of documents). Let us take the ex-
ample of a physician who wants to write the part "Hospitali-
sation causes" and "Disease History" of the entry record. He 
reads the maternity record and looks for knowledge relative 
to the family antecedents of the new born. He annotates the 
important points and gathers them in the concerned para-
graphs. He rewrites the result to build something under-
standable. We must propose the same functionality on the 
electronic medium: the combination of annotations or parts 
of documents in a new editable document. In such a sce-
nario, the reader becomes a "reader-writer" [Stiegler, 2000] 
because he carries out two tasks: the reading of the docu-
ments used for the writing of the new document. 
 In addition, some authors as Hardstone et al. [2004] have 
shown the importance of the informal communications, 
most of the time oral, within the framework of the medical 
collaborative activities. Thanks to these informal communi-
cations, practitioners exchange knowledge often partial, 
speculative, provisional, incremental, etc. They do not want 
to consign this knowledge in the documents of the record 
which have a statute too much "public" (all the practitioners 
working with the patient consult the documents of the health 
record) and too much "formal" (the practitioners consign 
knowledge according to writing rules' fixed by the docu-
ments designers). Therefore, annotations are a relevant sup-
port, less "official". Practitioners know that annotations will 
be read as incomplete and subject to revision, contrary to the 
predefined documents of the health record. The passage to 
the electronic medium accentuates this way of thinking of 
the practitioners. Indeed, they often consider that all things 
captured in a computer must be finalised because they can 
be distributed to a wide audience. We could observe a par-
ticular behaviour of the practitioners, writers of documents, 
in our pilot site. A data base equips this service. Practitio-
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ners often delay the data-processing capture in this data base 
until the moment they validate collectively information. But 
in the first step, they consign knowledge in their personal 
notes or in the annotations added to the documents of the 
paper record. 
 From these scenarios, we can conclude that a person an-
notates because: 
• She cannot, without annotations, add her semiotic pro-

duction to the document because most of the data cap-
tures do not allow the writer to enter the desired data. 
It is the case of the medical forms too rigid for allow-
ing the writer to add knowledge not envisaged by the 
designer. Therefore, annotations are an escape clause 
if we have no current method for extending forms. 

• She does not want to add her semiotic production to the 
document because this one is written with an intention 
of communication different from the initial intention 
of the annotated document. In so doing, the annotator 
is adding meta-information, i.e. information about the 
document rather than information that belongs in the 
document itself. It is the case when a reader annotates 
to keep traces of his reading, when a person wants to 
build a new document using her readings or when 
several practitioners collaborate by taking as support 
the documents they annotate. Consequently, annota-
tions are also an escape clause if we have no means to 
code the comments about the documents. 

 These examples show how the practitioners use annota-
tions to act: either to enrich the annotated document or to be 
the transitory support of knowledge used to create new 
knowledge (recorded or not in a document). Therefore, an-
notating is already an action. 
 We will show in section 4 that they are also sources of 
solutions for the problems of hypertextual reading. Indeed, 
in the Hospitexte project, yet evoked in section 3.1, the pro-
tagonists stopped with the processing of the documents and 
so with the processing of the formal annotations to build 
documents of navigation (index, table of contents). They 
just consider the prospects related to the use of the informal 
annotations left during the writing and the reading of the 
EHR. In DocPatient project, we go further. We propose cal-
culations on these informal annotations to improve the func-
tionalities of hypertextual navigation and the handling (crea-
tion, reading) of the electronic documents.  

4 Exploitation of the annotations 
Now, we will focus our attention on the processing we can 
carry out on the informal annotations thanks to their proper-
ties. This properties can be seen as formal annotations on 
the informal annotations. The aim of such a specification is 
to provide the user with a software component, an annota-
tion system, to supplement an EHR (navigation, creation of 
documents, collaboration). 
 In this aim, we study the meaning of the annotations, for 
what they are used, what they make possible to express, 

their properties and the authorised processing we can carry 
out on them according to these properties (potentially valid 
combinations, actions, etc.). In order to build this conceptual 
user requirement and the specification of a software compo-
nent, we studied the behaviours of the practitioners during 
the multidisciplinary studies undertaken within the frame-
work of the DocPatient project [Bringay et al., 2004a-b]. 
We also studied the existing applications of annotations10.  
 We have reused a first model realised by our industrial 
partner to present the documentary approach in the DocPa-
tient project (model of the record used in our pilot site pre-
sented as a hypermedia). We have completed this model 
with an implementation of the processing carried out with 
the informal annotations. We have realised preliminary tests 
with the practitioners of our pilot site. 
 In this section, we indicate the processing made with an-
notations. We enumerate the properties necessary to them. 
To finish, we give the first practitioners’ feedbacks. 

4.1 Three types of processing 
The figure 1 presents the processing we apply to the infor-
mal annotations.  

 
Fig. 1 - Tree types of processing on the informal annotations 

 

                                                 
10 iMarkup (http://www.imarkup.com), Xlibris 
(http://www.fxpal.com/xlibris), Anchored conversation (FXPAL 
laboratory de Palo Alto), Annotea (W3C project), TheBrain 
(http://www.mines.inpl-nancy.fr/~tisseran/tsie/02-
03/etudes/thebrainssite/) 
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Fig 2 - Example of document of navigation 

4.1.1 To combine annotations 
We can combine annotations to form documents of naviga-
tion (just for reading) and documents editable (modifiable). 

4.1.1.1 Document of navigation 
A document of navigation is a new document added to the 
record. Such a document allows to retrieve the initial docu-
ments of the record (summary, index). A document of navi-
gation contrived from annotations corresponds to a list of 
items leading to annotations, selected by the user according 
to one or more criteria. From these annotations, a reader has 
access to the annotated documents. So, we offer him new 
reading roads. The items correspond to the titles of the an-
notations. These titles can be completed or not by informa-
tion as the annotator’s name or the date resulting from the 
selection criteria of the annotations. We will detail this se-
lection latter in this section. This information will help the 
reader to choose the reading roads. 
 The list can be flat. For example, during a hospitalisation, 
a patient suffers from a cardiovascular problem. A practitio-
ner generates a new document allowing him to visualise all 
the annotations produced this day and dealing with the car-
diovascular system. Thus, he can rebuild partly the history 
of this event thanks to the reading roads provided by this 
new document.  
 In figure 2, we see how we can present this flat list. In the 
top of the document, a form allows the user to choose the 
criteria of selection. He can choose to build the list with 
annotations: 

• written by a special group of annotators (field “groupe 
annotateur” which lists the different professional 
categories: fellow, intern, …), 

• written by a specific annotator (field “annotateur” 
which lists the persons working with the record),  

• written a particular day (field “date”),  
• written in a particular form (field “type de note” which 

lists the types of annotations: comment, link, message, 
…),  

• related to a particular topic (field “domaine” which 
lists the most important specialities in a paediatric 
unit: cardiovascular, neurological, …)  

• related to a unique document (field “document” which 
lists the documents of the record).  

 Behind this form, we find the list got in function of these 
criteria. The user has opened an annotation (window opened 
in the upper right corner of the image) and the target of this 
annotation (window opened in the bottom right corner of the 
image). 
 The list can be hierarchical. For example, a practitioner 
wants to remember the information exchanges he had with a 
colleague through annotations. These annotations form 
threads. We can organise them into a hierarchy with the link 
"Reply to" (as in a forum). 
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Fig. 3 - Annotation link 

 
Fig. 4 - Document of synthesis  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 The list can be represented by a graph. In figure 3, we 
have an annotation link which guides the reading from a 
document to an ultrasound. Thanks to this type of annota-
tions (and/or with predefined links between documents), we 
can make a graph. From each node, the user reaches the 
documents. Such a graph can be dynamically built when a 
user selects a resource (a document or an annotation) and 
chooses to visualise all the links leading or going away from 
this resource. For example, a practitioner uses a new proto-
col. He looks for all the documents, in a set of health re-
cords, which have led his colleagues to use this protocol. So, 
he can know the way his colleagues have used it, in which 
situations, etc. 

4.1.1.2 Editable document  
To build a new document editable, we place the contents of 
the annotations selected by the user the ones after the others. 
Then, he can work the generated document, add knowledge 
and a page setting. For example, in figure 4, a practitioner 

writes the patient discharge summary. He reads the record, 
selects and comments some parts with annotations intended 
for this document. Gathering all these annotations in a new 
document gives him a base to write this report. 

4.1.2 To filter annotations 
During the creation of an annotation, the annotator can spec-
ify the recipients of his annotation by imposing access 
rights: himself, a group of users, all the readers. During the 
consultation of the record, there is an automatic filtering of 
these annotations. Consequently a reader visualises only the 
annotations he has the right to see. 
 In addition, during his reading of the record, the reader 
himself can choose to visualise only a collection of annota-
tions selected according to criteria (annotator’s name, date). 
For example, in figure 5-a, a practitioner reads a document 
with four annotations. He is the author of two of them. By 
filtering this document according to the criterion "My 
annotation", he gets the document of the figure 5-b, with 
only two annotations highlighted 

 

     
a. Document without filtering                                                     b. Document with filtering 

Fig 5 - Manual filtering. 
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4.1.3 To send a message 
A user can send an annotation to one or more recipients. 
The message can have a content (a comment) or not. There 
are several kinds of messages: 
• a message can be produced in connection with an ele-

ment of a record. For example, a practitioner reads an 
analysis and detects an anomaly. He comments the 
document and decides to indicate it to all the practi-
tioners concerned by the record. When a recipient re-
ceives this message, he must be able to retrieve the 
annotated document. 

• a message can be produced in connection with a patient 
and thus in connection with a record taken as a whole. 
For example, a practitioner encounters difficulties to 
establish a diagnosis. He decides to ask his opinion to 
a colleague. He sends him a message linking the an-
notation to the record of the patient. When the recipi-
ent receives this message, he must be able to retrieve 
the record of the patient. 

• a message can be produced in response to another mes-
sage. When the recipient receives this message, he 

must be able to retrieve the previous message, as well 
as the source, if it exists, at the origin of the first mes-
sage. 

 A software component of annotation supplementing an 
EHR application must be able to manage all these messages 
more those which do not have a relationship with a particu-
lar patient. 
 In figure 6, we can see an example of an interface of mes-
sages management. On the left part, in the top, the user can 
retrieve all the messages he received. He can open them in 
the bottom of this frame. On the left side, he can visualise 
the document linked to the annotation he consults. 

4.1.4 Impacts of the processing on the contents of the 
record. 
The software component of annotation act on the annota-
tions, by filtering them and by sending them as messages. 
This component also can modify the contents of the record 
by adding new documents. These latter results from calcula-
tions on the annotations combined or not with human inter-
vention (to choose the criteria of selection of the annota-
tions). 

 

 
Fig 6 - Interface of messages management 
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tations of the category 
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Sphere  × To carry out auto-
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the access right  

× We send a message 
only to the recipients 
located in the sphere 

Topic × ×  
Fig. 7 – Properties of the annotations and processing

4.2 Annotation properties  
We now enumerate the properties necessary to the process-
ing previously described. We elaborated a first list from this 
list of the processing and the traditional list of the Dublin 
core metadata. This list includes properties related to the 
event at the origin of the annotation, properties related to the 
action of annotation, properties related to the audience of 
the annotation and properties related to the semantic con-
tents of the annotation. The table in figure 7 summarises 
these properties and their importance compared to the proc-
essing of the section 4.1. 
 Properties related to the event at the origin of the annota-
tion creation (where, who, when, etc.) are: the annotator, the 
date (of creation or modification), the document and the 
target. The target is useful to assign an identifier to the an-
notation. This identifier results from an interpretation of the 
target. According to the annotated object, the identifier cor-
responds to text (if the target is textual), to the name of the 
image (if the target is an image), etc. As specified by 
Lewkowicz et al. [2005], this knowledge corresponds to the 
organisational dimension of the annotation which allows to 
determine the place and the role of the annotation in the 
organisation. 
 The properties related to the action of annotation deter-
mine the category of the annotation: a comment, a link be-
tween two documents (a document of the record or an ex-
ternal document), an annotation created in order to write a 
synthesis, a response to an annotation, a message for a pre-
cise recipient. 
 The properties related to the annotation audience corre-
spond to the annotation recipients, i.e. to its sphere: the an-
notator himself (private sphere), all readers of the document 
(public sphere), one or a group of precise recipients (sphere 
of the group) [Zacklad et al., 2003]. 
 The properties related to the semantic contents of the an-
notation allow to know the domain referred by the annota-
tion. The domain corresponds to a set of knowledge forming 
a common reference for a group of persons (as an informal 
ontology). The user can choose a topic relative to this do-
main to qualify the annotation. On this subject, Lewkowicz 
et al. [2005] uses the expression of the specific dimension of 
the field. Assign a topic to an annotation consists of typify-

ing it with specific knowledge of the users’ field (e.g. some 
key words for a medical speciality)11.  

4.3 First feedbacks of the practitioners and future 
works 

Our model was presented to the practitioners for use tests. 
During individual interviews, we showed them how to use 
the interfaces of the model and we collect their first re-
marks. They particularly appreciate the possibility of creat-
ing synthesis (combination of annotations in editable docu-
ments) thanks to the annotations because this activity is very 
important for them. Thanks to these discussions, we vali-
dated the processing and we specified the annotation proper-
ties. 
 Of course, other possibilities remain to be explored before 
getting a stabilised specification (processing and properties). 
Our model must be tested with real record, in real situations 
of care. That is why we need a more robust tool. Unfortu-
nately, the economic context obliged our industrial partner 
to reorient his work on the building of a viewer. This viewer 
will allow the users to visualise the electronic documents of 
the EHR settled in a warehouse. It will include a functional-
ity of annotations. However, as this tool will not be used for 
the production of the medical documents, we will retrieve 
only the annotations produced during the reading of the re-
cords. Our industrial partner plans to test this tool in real 
conditions during the summer 2005. 
 Consequently, this work is a first stage to create an anno-
tation tool adapted to the health record. The last validation 
will be, in any case, related to the way practitioners use an-
notations and the possibilities offered by the calculations. 
We still have a lot of questions about this practice. We must 
study the impact of such functionality on the record. Is there 
a risk of impoverishment of the record if the practitioners 
prefer to annotate rather than write in the documents? How 
would the others actors (researchers and medical managers) 
use these annotations? How can users be motivated to make 

                                                 
11 To make easier the choice of keywords, we can use thesaurus 

of specialty or tools of natural language processing (based on an 
ontology) to parse the annotation and its target in order to propose 
adapted keywords. 
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annotations with an electronic document as intuitively as 
with paper document? 
 In this context, we must pay attention to the reactions and 
to the way of answering them: an older project DOME 
[Séroussi et al., 1996] showed us that we must be reactive to 
the requests we cannot anticipate. We must answer them by 
reflections and finally by software developments perfectly 
adapted to the care activities. The aim of this project was to 
offer linguistics services to the practitioners and it appeared 
that they wanted to have an hypertextual electronic health 
record. 

4 Conclusion 
The health record is the privileged partner of the medical 
practice. Its computerisation has many consequences on the 
medical actors and their organisation. As documents are the 
most adapted support to handle medical knowledge during 
the cares, we affirm that a documentary approach is adapted 
to build interfaces in adequacy with the various uses of the 
health professionals. 
 In addition, we propose the integration of a particular 
documentary functionality: informal annotations. Indeed, 
from now on, the tools of annotation are common. On the 
one hand, most of the word processing software and the 
collaborative software include functionalities of annotations. 
On the web, we find virtual places allowing annotating 
(Wiki, forum). On the other hand, the practitioners already 
annotate the paper documents of the health record. Conse-
quently, such functionality in the EHR seems natural. The 
originality of our work comes from the way we exploit these 
annotations to make easier the manipulations of the elec-
tronic documents. The preliminary tests realised by the prac-
titioners on the tool developed by our industrial partner, 
validate our assumption that an annotation tool is useful for 
their care mission. About the theoretical prospects, this 
work underlined a need, which consists of defining the 
meaning of the calculations carried out on the annotations 
added to the documents of the health record. This list of 
processing must be completed. In addition, we foresee to 
generalise our definitions with contexts broader than the 
health record because experts use annotations in many oth-
ers fields as genetics, architecture... 
 Finally, the change of medium, which upsets the practi-
tioners’ works, influences the way they read and write. Like 
Tom Thumb [Stiegler, 2000], they can leave traces of their 
manipulations of the documents to build their own vision of 
the record. So, annotations are real objects of action. Thanks 
to them, readers become increasingly active in the process 
of documents design. The writing joined the reading in the 
form of a new activity the "writing-reading" [Soubrié, 
2001]. 
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Abstract 
We describe, in this article, a “topic map” system 
applied in the Open Source Software (OSS) com-
munity. Our approach is deliberately open and 
based on the HyperTopic model created by Tech-
CICO lab. Our collective experimentation aims at 
the construction of a shared information platform 
that would be visible and useable for the OSS 
community. Thanks to this platform, OSS commu-
nity members can describe and find software appli-
cations, by browsing multi-point of view “topic 
maps”. Everyone may declare the characteristics of 
a software project following an index structure 
made of several tree diagrams. Thus, the commu-
nity will build, in an ideal case, a dynamic and col-
lective meaning  
We present this project as an example of a “Socio-
Semantic Web” (S2W). We also detail the Hyper-
Topic model, on which is based our application, 
and the AGORAE platform which brings this soft-
ware application into play. The HyperTopic model 
is inspired by the simple semantic models of “topic 
maps”, but it enriches this approach by two new 
dimensions. First, it aims at improving the repre-
sentation of shared meaning artifacts (in this case: 
software applications), of the social actors and of 
their activities. Second, this HyperTopic model is a 
support for debating the meaning of these represen-
tations. 

1 Introduction 
To find their way in “territories” of complex activities with 
huge, specific and moving glossaries and shared meanings, 
the human actors need maps. It is important to help them 
use, organize and modify again and again the “topic map” 
linking topics describing their domain, their activity and 
their position as actors. Besides, there often exist several 

points of view; the topic map has to take this plurality into 
account. 

Nowadays many researches are focusing on a “Semantic 
Web” to provide better services. In this context of improv-
ing the Web standards, they should provide “topic maps” to 
improve the deposit and the finding of information. Accord-
ing to us, the more efficient and useful semantic Web, un-
derstood as a shared meaning artifact using Web standards, 
is the one created within and by communities. 

Thus, our vision of the “Semantic Web” is more precisely 
a “Socio-Semantic Web” (S2W), because social and human 
aspects are central in our approach. In this article we would 
like to give a concrete example of this concept. Indeed, we 
will present the permanent distributed co-construction of a 
“topic map” by an open, large and already existing commu-
nity: the Open Source Software (OSS) community. For now, 
the experience is only beginning and  limited to the French 
speaking OSS community1. This project aims at giving an 
example of the “Socio Semantic Web” and to experiment 
concrete co-construction of “topic maps” with many distant 
actors. The construction step by step of this map will enable 
to acquire the knowledge of the different members of the 
OSS community. Thus, the topic map could be a support for 
the OSS knowledge and particularly the know-how. This 
process is promoted by dedicated multiple forums where 
people may share their experiences and discuss each topic of 
the map. 

Article outline 
Part 2 of this article brings elements to introduce Socio Se-
mantic Web (S2W) and Knowledge-Based MarketPlaces 
(KBM) which is an example of S2W application family. We 
justify our approach in the fields of Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work (CSCW) and of Knowledge Engineering. 
Cooperative work in a KBM depends strongly on many 
                                                 

1 http://www.yeposs.org (Yellow Pages for Open Source Soft-
ware) 
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problems of semi-formal ontology sharing. We set quickly, 
at a very general level, the approach of “semi-formal ontol-
ogy” that we use to facilitate the writing and maintaining of 
the S2W application directly by the cooperating experts 
themselves. 

In Part 3 we will present the methodological, conceptual 
and practical tools that will be used in this study. These 
tools are mainly the KBM based on the HyperTopic model 
and the software platform Agorae. 

In part 4 of this article we describe the Topic Map of the 
OSS industry and the software portal used to build and 
maintain this map by the community. 

We conclude by giving an overview of our current devel-
opment and some perspectives for further research. 

Background and motivations 

2.1 A stake for a cooperative Knowledge Man-
agement 

In order to keep a shared vision of their world, groups 
build and maintain continuously a lot of “maps” and land-
marks, of various means. The particular context of some 
activities (collective design, choice between competing 
products, adaptation to quickly changing contexts, sharing 
of document repositories…) justify some debates and diver-
gences on terms used in the organization, whose solution is 
not imperatively to unify these contentious questions and to 
align vocabulary, according to a centralized and neat direc-
tory. 

Particularly, in a system for sharing a topic map, such as 
the one we shall propose latter on, two crucial management 
objectives will be the learning by the community of a set of 
“Points of view”, and the naming and categorizing of these 
Points of view by Topics. Related to domain or business 
entities, topics are terms characterizing important heuristic 
attributes, not in a perspective of universal or academic 
knowledge, but for activities which are crucial for actors at a 
given time. 

Managing collectively Topic maps with several Points of 
view represents a particular Knowledge Management stake. 
The index structures on which the proposed system is based 
must answer to questions such as: how do a set of Points of 
view, including the topics and their relations, emerge from 
the interactions of the members? How do they evolve within 
actors’ activities and discussions (“forums”, etc.)? The ac-
tors are both using an existing shared meaning and co-
building it. We follow Vygotsky's Theory of Activity [Vy-
gotsky, 1997, Engeström et al., 1999], stating that a loop 
does exist between language and activity. A shared meaning 
is built within the collective activity, by community mem-
bers who are both users and “co-designers” of this cultural 
“socio semantic web”. Our conviction is that, especially in 
communities of all sizes, this human “natural” practice will 
take advantage of unexplored potentialities of the Web, as a 
support for document and content management, for commu-
nication, for Computer Supported Cooperative Work 
(CSCW) and in fine for the participatory design of shared 

meaning artifacts, in the perspective of a “socio semantic 
Web” that we must now introduce. 

2.2 Socio-Semantic Web (S2W)  
Several critic arguments are presented to underline a lot of 
bottlenecks and weaknesses of the mainstream approach of 
the Semantic Web field, as summarized by Tim Berners-Lee 
and the W3C [Berneers-Lee, 2001]. For instance, today's 
semantic Web main perspective deals with meaning in a 
very restricted sense, and solutions offered are too static 
[Veltman, 2004]. Inside the Semantic Web field, our “socio 
semantic Web” (S2W) proposition appears on the contrary 
as a promising field of research, tools and applications [Ca-
hier and Zacklad, 2004]. S2W does not imply a high level of 
“automation of the meaning” with formal ontologies built 
by ontologists and processed by software agents using 
automated inferences. 

On the contrary S2W focuses on situations where an 
emerging shared meaning indeed needs support of Informa-
tion Technologies, and Knowledge Engineering, but with 
human beings highly required to stay in the process, inter-
acting during the whole lifecycle of applications, for both 
cognitive and cooperative reasons. Note that this S2W vi-
sion is not contradictory to Semantic Web classical auto-
mated techniques. As we will see it in the detail of our 
model and tool (§3), S2W does use the low-level open stan-
dards (XML, RDF) of the semantic Web “Cake” proposed 
by W3C. The two approaches could be complementary in a 
lot of applications. 

From a Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 
point of view, S2W deals with a very large spectrum of col-
lective activities, especially in the context of the Communi-
ties of Action [Zacklad, 2003], characterized by coordina-
tion mechanisms based on Symbolic Communicational 
Transactions. In this context, “socio semantic” preoccupa-
tion emphasizes the symbolic level as an important coordi-
nation component. Communities of Action theory contrasts 
with the theories of situated action [Suchman, 1987], of 
distributed cognition [Hutchins, 1995] and with the “Social 
Web” approach, which emphasize more tacit knowledge or 
more direct “awareness” mechanisms. It differs also from 
the approach of Coordination Mechanism, based on proto-
cols and artifacts implementing models or workflows 
schemes for the articulation of the cooperative work 
[Schmidt and Simone, 1996, Simone, 2000]. 

S2W aims at supporting Communities needing to collec-
tively elicit, in a continuous manner, a crucial part of the 
knowledge, especially of the “locally-situated” semantic 
structure underlying both business objects and collective 
work of the community. For the business objects it can arise 
through artifacts such as thesauri, maps, yellow pages, cata-
log directories, structures of indexes, etc. Some of these 
cases of semantic resources can be considered as “semi-
formal ontologies” to manage with the help of the Hyper-
topic and KBM models, as we shall see it below.  
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At the level of a Community (or of an inter-Community, 
e.g. business extranets associating Clients, Sellers and Sub-
contractors, etc.), the “located” shared meaning is collec-
tively and continuously “auto-constructed”, tacitly or explic-
itly, by and for the actors in their activity. In such a process, 
“users” are not only consumers of externally-designed se-
mantic resources, but they are users and creators in a con-
structive manner of a local and living “ontology”, with in-
herent semiotic characteristics [Zacklad, 2005], pragmati-
cally managed at the Community level. As a consequence, 
in the cases where there is a strong need to make explicit a 
part of the underlying shared meaning, it is a better solution 
- in many cases it is the only one - for this shared meaning 
to be managed by the concerned people from multiple points 
of view. 

[Bénel et al., 2001] argue that in digital libraries there is 
no meaning in a universal ontological consensus between all 
readers. On the contrary, the conceptual structures which 
describe document contents in a digital library must allow 
the clarification of multiple points of view, tolerate conflicts 
between humans and help them overcome these conflicts by 
communication. 

2.3 A way for co-building large-scale semi-formal 
ontologies  

The HyperTopic model and the Agoræ tool and method, that 
we want to propose (see §3) for co-building topic maps 
based on multiple viewpoints, could solve in certain cases 
the difficulties often noted for ontology learning and main-

taining [Uschold and Jasper, 1999] [Maedche and Staab, 
2003]. From a cooperative Knowledge Management point 
of view, front-end tools have also been proposed to build, 
align and merge formal ontologies  [Tennison and Shadbolt, 
1998] [Euzenat, 1996]. But with regard to acquisition  and 
learning stakes, a particular bottleneck often subsists for 
building and maintaining these formal computable domain 
ontologies, especially in large domains with frequent 
changes :  project memories, electronic marketplaces, skills 
yellow pages [Cahier et al., 2004], web content management 
systems, etc. 

In such cases S2W is better-suited, because socio seman-
tic approach aims at constructing in a continuous manner 
cooperative shared meaning artifacts, expressed according 
to a precisely defined model. Such topic maps can be under-
stood as “semi-formal ontologies”, referring to the [Uschold 
and Gruninger, 1996] classification. As noted also by [Kas-
sel and Perpette, 1999], semi-formal approaches articulating 
terms, notions and objects could be more suitable than for-
mal solutions to build cooperatively the meaning. A S2W 
semi-formal ontology cannot (generally) be used to compute 
automatic inferences, but it constitutes a semantic network 
which is structured at an epistemological level [Brachman, 
1979] and which has to be understood pragmatically as 
“semiotic” [Zacklad, 2005], depending on the human inter-
pretation context through “Points of view”. 

The HyperTopic model that we propose to ground S2W 
applications and that we shall see in detail further (§3), is a 
knowledge representation model that takes place at an epis-
temological level. HyperTopic gives to a shapeless non-

Figure 1 - Multiple points of view in a socio semantic web semi-formal ontology, according to HyperTopic model  
(exemple of Yeposs application) 
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formal semantic network a structured topic map form tuned 
to the HyperTopic standard concepts and rules (like the key 
components within a roadmap, cf. Figure-1). But these top-
ics and their relations within the map need a high interven-
tion of the human actors to fully complete the meaning in 
context. According to [Ribes and Bowker, 2004; Bowker 
and Star, 1999], who have studied communities with actors 
such as experts or scientists, it is necessary “to be aware of 
processes of the constructive ambiguation of concepts - 
what Leigh Star has referred to the creation of boundary 
objects which can sit between multiple communities and 
share just enough meaning for the purpose at hand while 
being understood quite differently”. 

The S2W could be a new and original way to tackle the 
difficult issue of creation and updating of ontology when it 
does not aim at automatic logic inference computing. This 
new approach could be a good way to fill the ontology 
learning gap. The actors should be able to share their 
knowledge and to take part in at this semantic creation. To 
be efficient in this process, it is important that the actors 
work only on their topic of competences and not anony-
mously. So the phenomenon of reputation and recognition 
by peers will be the engine of their self commitment into the 
project. 

2.4 “KBMs” as examples of S2W applications  
In the electronic commerce field, e-Marketplaces can be 

studied as places for cooperative work between suppliers 
and buyers, involving knowledge and creation of new 
knowledge. In a preceding paper [Cahier and Zacklad, 
2002], we started a work from a theoretical point of view, in 
order to build a model of cooperation that we have entitled 
“Knowledge-Based Marketplace” (KBM). In that perspec-
tive, e-Marketplaces catalogues and Web content manage-
ment systems proceed from a twofold problem of modeling 
information and knowledge from multiple points of view 
and from multiple experts. 

In our present focus, a KBM can be seen as a particular 
type of socio semantic Web application, in which the se-
mantic framework proposed (Points of view about Entities 
organizing a Topic Map) appears strongly “structuring” on a 
few generic given Roles (in S2W systems, roles, objectives 
and representation models can be very various). A KBM 
include three main roles, that we have called “KBM-roles”: 
to consult the topic map and the information (the “client” 
role), to contribute (to describe a domain entity and to index 
it according to the map, i.e. the “seller” role), and to struc-
ture the topic map (complete and change topics names and 
places as a “semantic editor”). 
 

3 Methodology, models and tools  

3.1 General methodology 
A general guideline to build S2W applications is to give 
users basic affordances to understand, analyse and model 
the threefold activity which is necessary for them to build a 

shared meaning in their group: domain objects, actors and 
activities have to be concurrently taken into account. As 
showed in Figure-2, issues are numerous, about these three 
dimensions. 

Many unforeseeable actions have to be undertaken for the 
modeling of the domain objects, as well as for the organiz-
ing of designers groups and roles. Context and goals of the 
actors can change, implying a pragmatic methodology. In 
particular, a community must face a continuous growth of 
the information influencing members activity. According to 
Peirce's definition of information [Peirce, 1868], informa-
tion growth implies both independently in width growth and 
in depth growth. In our case, adding new domain Entities 
represent “in width” (extension) information growth, while 
adding new Points of view, Topics and map links represent 
“in depth” (intension, comprehension) information growth. 
The knowledge representation framework that we propose 
can be very helpful at the methodological level, to take into 
account the relation between multiple actors and these two 
facets of information growth. 

For these reasons it would be convenient to use a knowl-
edge representation framework furnishing appropriate con-
cepts to construct initial knowledge map according to vari-
ous strategies (incremental, brainstorming, top-down, in 
width / in depth alternately) especially in the bootstrap 
phase. In the KBM applications, semi-formal ontology 
learning and maintaining is particularly facilitated by the 
ability to build the map (new topics, etc.) simultaneously by 
examining new domain objects or new required tasks (bot-
tom-up approach, ontology-learning “guided by instances”). 
In fact all types of ontology building methods could be 
used, for instance those inventoried by [Uschold and Jasper, 
1999]. But for semi-formal ontologies, major opportunities 
and methodological changes could come in addition from 
the cooperative perspective. Different members of the 
group, at different steps of the design of the topic map, can 
use different methods, for example preferring to work at a 
more theoretical level rather than to use an inductive or ab-
ductive method. 

Figure 2 -  S2W applications requires a threefold analysis 
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In such a collective design problem solving situation, an 
efficient way is to lean on the artifact itself, which in our 
case is the Topic map. Because of our a priori principle of 
participatory design within the Community, a lot of actions 
have to be carried out by the actors themselves and together. 
Participatory design axiom implies in our case for modelers 
the ability to make visible the representation of their actions, 
as actors of the world and as modelers. S2W methods and 
tools must provide the keys to make progressively explicit 
within the group the landmarks and the “map” not only of 
domain, but also of roles and actions needed to co-build the 
shared meaning. Fig.8 at the end of the paper illustrates a 
possible way for users to use HyperTopic for that. 

As “end-users”, community expert / actors are not on-
tologists. A fortiori they are not specialists of computerized 
domain ontology building. To model knowledge and act 
according to the three folder of Fig.2, they have to be 
strongly helped by the method implicitly carried by the pro-
posed tool. 

 Here is the reason why the HyperTopic-based knowledge 
representation framework we propose below is so important, 
because it organizes simple key concepts useful for commu-
nity members: 
• to identify, name and articulate sub-components of this 

threefold activity,  
• to re-use know-how and best practices of other KBMs 

building, such as KBM roles and frequent actions,  
• to arrange and register at each step the co-design proc-

ess results, so that all members can consult the last 
state of the deliverable, annotate and debate, contrib-
ute and structure the “topic map” artefact in progress . 

3.2 The Knowledge representation framework 
We will now present the “HyperTopic” model which is the 
formal framework clarifying these two overlapping facets of 
the whole of all the activities: 
• the expression of the explicit shared meaning - by topic 

maps – clarifying objects in a field, for various roles 
of the actors; 

• and the co-construction of this explicit meaning by the 
actors, including the shared vision of the activities 
and roles. 

HyperTopic is the generic model suggested to face this 
problem, keeping in mind reusability. HyperTopic includes 
different types of concepts and relations. They are the key 
elements the end-user needs  to understand the Topic Map, 
(for instance to interpret a schema such as Figure-1). The 
HyperTopic model is used as a Knowledge Representation 
language and as a core for building a set of semi-formal 
elements around it, such as a topic map built by users of the 
system. 

Followed methodology is strongly structured by the com-
ponents of HyperTopic. Moreover, it supports the roles or-
ganization in the architecture of the Knowledge-Based Mar-
ketplace (KBM). HyperTopic is also used as a support for 
more specialized models, like KBM, to adapt S2W concepts 

to particular kinds of activity which could be topic map-
based, like collective drafting, annotation, negotiation, con-
tent management on the Web, etc. In the present case, the 
knowledge-based marketplace model (KBM) proposed in 
§2.4 brings at the same time a whole preset of roles and a 
cooperation model. At the higher levels of Figure-3, we 
contrast between the topic map and the data-processing 
level itself, which involves the data and the digital informa-
tion resources memorized or referred by the system. 

Figure 3 - Architecture of a socio semantic Web application based 
on HyperTopic and KBM models 

Afterwards, we will describe HyperTopic concepts (§3.3) 
before giving some elements about the Agoræ platform, 
which was used for the realization of the OSS application 
topic map (§3.4). 

3.3 HyperTopic Model 
The figures 4a and 4b summarize the HyperTopic compo-
nents, respectively in its first version (V1) implemented in 
Agoræ and in the future version (V2) which extends the 
knowledge map to the actors and activities. 

The general objective is, as detailed in the Topic Map 
Organization ISO standard [TM, 1999] and in its XML im-
plementation [XTM, 2001], to provide the elements to de-
scribe a map of topics, to which Web resources are in fine 
attached. These resources are linked to the objects from the 
world. 

Topics are not concepts but simple or complex linguistic 
expressions expressing “subjects”. According to the TM 
ISO standard [TM, 1999], “in some sense, a topic link reifies a 
subject” and “in the most generic sense, a ‘subject’ is any 
thing whatsoever, regardless of whether it exists or has 
any other specific characteristics, about which anything 
whatsoever may be asserted by any means whatsoever.” 

We also use this definition for the Topic in HyperTopic in 
the context of the socio semantic Web (cf. §2.2 and 2.3). In 
HyperTopic, the basic set of elements used to structure a 
map is improved compared to the TM ISO standard, in par-
ticular to facilitate their handling. For that, in addition to the 
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topics, associations and resources which take again stan-
dardized concepts of the topic maps, HyperTopic defines the 
concepts of entity and point of view. 

The entity, and not the documentary resource, is con-
nected to the topics. We introduce this concept because in a 
lot of applications the information retrieval is applied ini-
tially to “objects” having a generic structure. Entities, like 
objects, include some descriptors allowing their “primary” 
characterization. Standard attributes and one or more occur-
rences of material resources carrying target information are 
associated to these descriptors. For instance, in the OSS 
application, Entities are software projects. Their associated 
Resources may be description cards or URLs of projects 
homepages, possibly with a link to download the software. 

The point of view is a descriptor to contextualize entities 
corresponding to a vision of certain actors. It corresponds to 
a set of characteristics of the entity, gathered and treated on 
several hierarchical levels, according to a vision meaningful 
for an actor or a group of actors (e.g. a point of view corre-
sponding to a “business” or a “community”).  

This definition of the Point of view distinguishes Hyper-
Topic from the concept of “facet”. In models such as Fa-
cetMap [XFML, 2002] or Topic Map  [TM, 1999], facets 
allow assigning property-value pairs to information re-

sources. In Hypertopic, this feature corresponds to the “at-
tribute“ concept.  

It is subtler to distinguish between Hypertopic Point of 
view and Topic Map Scope:  

- Technically, at a syntaxic level, the  HyperTopic Point 
of view is similar with the Scope. In the XTM specification, 
a Scope uses a Theme (which is a Topic), to help contextual-
ize another Topic.  But in Hypertopic, i) the  Point of View 
is always a Scope at the higher level, and ii) a restriction is 
brought : the same Theme is used to contextualize an impor-
tant set of Topics, so that inside a Point of View, it is not 
allowed to introduce low-level different scopes.  

- Thus, at a semantic level, Points of View  permit to re-
sume homogeneous Knowledge Management collective 
choices in the organization. They organize in a simple man-
ner the Topics, to produce a classification schema (a set of 
Points of view) easy to share in the Community.  

For these reasons, in our approach, Points of View, which  
are semantic, are  not contradictory with Scopes. At a tech-
nical level, Hypertopic Points of View can be represented 
using Topic Maps, RDF or other semantic web standards.   

In HyperTopic, a point of view is a way of looking at a 
particular type of entity. In the OSS application studied be-
low, there is only one entity “software project”, to which 
five points of view (cf. §4.2) are related. 

Let us insist on the fact that topics are not only “facets” or 
simple attributes of software, but often important “heuristic” 
properties in the experts’ points of view. For instance, as 
showed in Figure 1, a particular software could be in con-
formity with a standard, a programming language or a label 
(interoperability in industrial sphere), follow a business 
model (economic level), be placed under patent mode (legal 
stake), etc. As a consequence, topics are linguistic expres-
sions with often a high heuristic content: in practice Topics 
can require up to ten or more words to express their sub-
jects. 

Points of view and Topics as “heuristic attributes” con-
dense a real expertise and can create controversies during 
the co-design of the map. In the OSS application for exam-
ple, they highlight several dimensions of software evalua-
tion in the knowledge map: the selection criteria between 
competitor tools, the complex structure of the Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) for software, the technical feasibility of a 
components assembly, etc. A stake is to develop, at the 
same time, the community shared culture (but not always 
unanimously) and the framework of terms, standards and 
rules, resulting from clarification of often implicit knowl-
edge, shared at the beginning in the collective. 

The relation used between Topics in a same Point of 
view is the generic association “sub-type-of”. Moreover, 
HyperTopic allows transverse associations from Topic to 
Topic. They are named relations, for instance in OSS appli-
cation, only one of these transverse relations is used: “see-
also”. To keep the Fig-4a easy to read, this relation is not 
represented. But one can see examples on Fig.1 (“r3 rela-
tion”) or Fig 8a. 

In its second version, HyperTopic allows specification 
and search of what are the business objects, and how they 
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change, in terms of external definition by heuristic attributes 
(Topics associated with an Entity instance). In its actors / 
activities part, the model can express who modifies objects 
of the entities collection, when, how, with which certainty 
for actors and with which degree of validation for the or-
ganization / community, etc. Actors must not have the same 
rights or competences to contribute at the various stages, 
that is why it is important to also have a malleability margin 
in the definition of the roles of a given actor. 

Thus, we can describe the way in which several actors 
contribute to sequences or actions complementary. For in-
stance let us consider the creation of a new entity instance. 
In the OSS application map, a sequence would be initialized 
by a developer wanting to describe new software to associ-
ate it to several topics, according to various points of view 
(Figure 5a), and to create a new topic or to move an existing 
one if the knowledge map is incomplete (Figure 5b). Topic 
moving or removing can imply seeking and finding actors 
having created it and having attached entities to it, and alert-
ing them or starting a discussion. 

Moreover, not always the same actor will be implied in 
all events of this scenario. For instance, in the contribution 
activity, a developer can be qualified to index the software 
in the “features” and “software engineering” points of view, 
but less in “legal” and “business model” points of view, 
therefore he can wish to discuss with another actor to relay 
or to ask him about topics and choices. 

Actors and activities’ dimensions in HyperTopic V2 alle-
viate management of these socio semantic collaborative 
activities by using HyperTopic knowledge maps. Without 
these dimensions, the maintenance of the topic map under 
operational conditions is more difficult, particularly with 
great number of actors and entities. 

HyperTopic (V2) model is designed to improve the man-
agement of these stages of cooperation between actors, as 
indicated in Fig.3 and 4b. It is conceived to allow easy defi-
nition of roles according to a fine granularity, by computer 
sciences non-specialists using knowledge map (for instance, 
to manage authorizations). 

3.4 The Agoræ tool 
In conformity with the first version of HyperTopic (V1), but 
soon adapted to V2, the toolbox platform Agoræ currently 
used for OSS application is developed by the Tech-CICO 
team with free software components, according to an open 
architecture and a modular source code, with portability and 
generics concerns. 

Although it is a research prototype, especially intended to 
develop and validate socio semantic Web concepts, Agoræ 
V1 supports today the main KBM features: semantic struc-
tures creation and management by points of view and topics 
tree, entities and associated resources creation and manage-
ment, topic-located threads for discussion, etc. 

Agoræ implements also mechanisms for cooperative con-
tribution to several features (structuring tree, resources in-
clusion…) and actions log. 

Agoræ propose interface elements adapted for designer 
role, in initial stage of HyperTopic based application design. 
Designers have access to all features of the other roles, in 
particular editors for ex-nihilo creation of points of view 
and topics tree structure. They also have importation fea-
ture allowing the merging of tree structure elements from 
various sources (of thesaurus, ontologies) like other Agoræ 
applications, XML dump or other formats (Excel, Mind-
manager, etc.). 

A knowledge map created with Agoræ can be exported 
automatically in XML according to HyperTopic XML 
schema. A topic map, a point of view or a subset of tree 
structure from the map can be represented and exported 
with dedicated feature to XML representation in special 
format2 we propose calling XHT (XML HyperTopic). That 
takes a part of our effort to propose HyperTopic as a stan-
dard for the socio semantic Web. Such standardization, 
supplementing XML and possibly RDF syntax level), can 
be very useful, including for the very practical needs recov-
ering and easily merging topic maps in a shared format. 
This facilitates exchanges and accelerates manual handling. 
Bridges and conversations are also considered from XHT 
towards XTM and XFML. 

4 The context and the “open source software” 
application 

4.1 Goals, field work and motives of actors 
This part aims at clarifying the goals and the specific 
method applied, using the general elements outlined previ-
ously (§3), and applied while building the topic map for 
open source software. As well as developing an operational 
Web application, the final goal is indeed to build a singular 
socio-technical system, this work of construction mainly 
being done by the actors. The makers of a socio-technical 
groupware (like this topic map), even if they can start the 
process, and take part in it, they can neither put all the 
knowledge in the system, nor cooperate in place of the ac-

                                                 
2 For more details, see www.sociosemanticweb.org.  

a) Contribute b) Structure (edit)

Add entities (and
resources): 
Index entities :

Add /move topics:
Add / change links:

Figure 5 - Contributor (a) and semantic editor (b) actions 
 with HyperTopic 
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tors. That is the reason why we want to precise quickly 
some goals and choices we have made in the context of the 
community studied (dealing with management and knowl-
edge management). 

The “open source software” topic map targets all devel-
opers and users of this kind of software: in this system, eve-
rybody can propose, classify and easily find online complete 
software or components; an actor can describe a software he 
has built, or also a software he knows of (because he uses it 
or he tested it), according to a very complete and varied set 
of themes. A few weeks after its beginning, the topic map 
contains already several hundreds themes, and a hundred 
open source software are linked to it. 

At this first level, the aim is to propose a simple tool eas-
ily usable in order to search and describe open source soft-
ware: a kind of marketplace, getting back to the original 
inspiration of the KBM model (cf. §2.4). The resulting topic 
map must also condense the technical expertise shared by 
the community, while staying open, commercially inde-
pendent and aiming quality. 

In comparison with these ideal objectives, building a se-
mantic structure for a map is a real difficulty, especially at 
the beginning for the priming team. To reduce this diffi-
culty, the team has competences in knowledge engineering 
and open source software (people expert in this field must 
have had complete but different experiences). The team 
involved in the initial conception of the topic map is com-
posed of about ten people (including the authors of the pre-
sent article) member of three laboratories (BETA-ULP in 
Strasbourg, Tech-CICO in Troyes, LIMSI in Orsay). 

This double competence condition seems important to be 
successful in the points of view priming phase, and it is 
worth noting that the majority of open source software ex-
perts are rarely competent in knowledge engineering. 

The motivations for building this system must be strong 
during the priming phase, but also in the widening one, in 

order to conduct to a real participation of many actors as 
map editors. How to motivate these actors, beyond a simple 
curiosity for an innovating concept of knowledge map co-
construction? The act of giving a structure to a topic map, 
even just a little structure, requires standing back from the 
problem, which is difficult, unusual, and indeed inhibitive 
for many actors, when the actors we are searching for are 
overwhelmed by their work. Building a shared structure also 
requires being part of a group exchange (even if the tool 
aims at making this pleasant, less difficult and not time con-
suming). We must forget to ask many real world actors to 
build the topic map only for that purpose without compensa-
tion for all the work needed: thinking, classifying, discuss-
ing, and negotiating. 

However, these compensations exist. At the beginning, 
the membership or the desire to be part of a community is 
important and even more essential. In this context, an actor 
can regard as gratifying to be an “author” of knowledge 
elements, if he (or she) knows that the trace of his (or her) 
creative contribution will survive in the system one way or 
another. There is a common goal and a “win-win” strategy: 
if the actor puts knowledge in the system, he will derive 
knowledge from the other members. 

These first aspects of motivation are real but are not al-
ways enough to create a strong motivation. According to us, 
they are reinforced by the notion of entity in the HyperTopic 
model. This is a concrete issue which conducts not to build 
(only) “the knowledge for knowledge’s sake”. Describing 
an entity (a specific software, not any software) linked to a 
work related issue is also a strong way to motivate some-
body (in order to introduce this software, to promote it, to 
diffuse it, to sell associated services, to bring the author to 
attention as a critic, etc.). To place a theme on the topic map 
or to discuss a displacement of theme involves an important 
cognitive and social effort. However the actor will consent 
to this effort more easily, because of the relation he creates 
between the necessary effort and the expected return for a 
good description of the product, therefore with its work re-
lated goal, which is equally important. 

This “principle of reality” naturally conducts the actor not 
only to consult and take part in the topic map construction, 
but also to structure the map and to exchange points of view 
with other editors, through the proposed system: discus-
sions, negotiations (convergences, micro-conflicts dealing 
with diverging points of view, lexicon, theme meaning, en-
tity description, etc.). Thus the actor takes part in a second 
level of community of “semantic co-construction” which 
must equip itself with all ways of communication and arbi-
tration. This second community, which we have analyzed 
more precisely as a community of action [Zacklad, 2003] 
[Cahier and Zacklad., 2004], sets itself as an internal goal 
(goal of service) to expand and update the topic map, taking 
into account the evolution of indexed entities (here, open 
source software), knowledge, environment, and external 
forces. The open source software community is not staying 

Figure 6 – www.yeposs.org homepage for the French-speaking 
Open Source Software Community 
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inactive3 to elaborate change tracking systems, in a context 
where the number of open source projects is becoming as-
tronomic, and we ought to place ourselves as a source of 
experimental ideas, potentially complementing these initia-
tives. 

In our case, the open source software particularity con-
ducts ourselves to formulate the hypothesis of a sensible 
overlapping of these two community levels: in the world of 
open source software, users are often in the same time de-
velopers and end-users, reinforcing the fact that the same 
people are inclined to consult, contribute and edit the topic 
map, and are competent for all these. At least at the first 
time, we thought it would be useful to distinguish these two 
levels of communities. This is clearly an advantage in order 
to develop the system more easily (there is no need to inte-
grate a complex system of right and authorization manage-
ment). The responsibility and tradition of trust in the open 
source community were also arguments to select this field 
for an application. When someone wants to contribute, he 
automatically receives a password corresponding to his roles 
(to limit risk of wrong manipulations, backups are made 
regularly). 

After the priming phase, if the system arouses the adhe-
sion of actors, the tradition of exchange and creativity char-
acterizing the open source community should permit to fur-
ther elaborate the application inside the community itself 
(for example to incorporate a right management system, or 
to bring further the groupware functionalities) . 

4.2 Which points of view to look at OSS? 
As we have seen, the topic map aims at representing a 
meaning both familiar in the community and efficient for 
classifying software. Then, it behaves like the index of a 
yellow pages directory for OSS, easing the access through 
the Web to descriptive resources about each of them. Users 
will try to compare or rate tools depending on business 
goals (for instance, integrate some software in an applica-
tion, make a long-term choice, choose a mature product, 
evaluate future enhancements, etc.  

To take all these dimensions of activity, the topic map is 
organized at the end of the priming step, along the following 
points of view:  
• themes/features: software development, system tools, 

multimedia, games… 
• software engineering: methods and tools for develop-

ment, integration, deployment; 
• business models (model of hardware and services, de-

fensive model, Linux distribution model, dedicated 
software model, non-business model); 

                                                 
3 Some projects, modern XML extensions of RPM, or tools like Gen-

too’s emerge, are currently under development, by Edd Dumbill (XML 
Europe chairman) among others, who wants to integrate a project descrip-
tion inside each open source code.  

• legal aspects: legal point of view, licenses used, third 
parties rights, patents… 

• actors/stakeholders: organizational point of view, deal-
ing with software communities, companies, institu-
tions establishment, or research project. 

These points of view, which can’t be reduced one to an-
other, show that OSS form a complex, fast-pace evolving 
domain. They are neither far from being given at start, nor 
from being consensual, even in the small group who initi-
ated the process. Choosing them is then a real knowledge 
creation about the field. 

These points of view have several functions. They are 
used as bridges, to translate between “supply languages” 
and “demand languages”, between more or less specialized 
languages, or between business dialects. In this context, 
stakeholders may belong at the same time to several com-
munities: firms, geeks or computer scientists’ community, 
OSS community, and other epistemic communities. Then, 
the business lexicons can be ambiguous, unstable and not 
consistent, and experts have to explicitly link them to the 
contexts in which terms are used. 

The points of view (and the complete paths from each 
viewpoint to a topic, through every child topic) can be used 
to reduce meaning conflicts and to expand expressiveness. 
Each viewpoint matches specific languages of stakeholder 
roles, for instance one can distinguish between people pro-
viding software (developer, software vendor) and people 
wanting to get software, to use them, integrate them, make 
forks, etc.). Business terms are important for key activities 
of stakeholders, such as promotion, comparison, choice… 
They thus define the properties and identity of OSS tools. 
The background of the semantic map is, at first, made of the 
knowledge of the OSS community, i.e. a common ground, 
but neither consensual, nor explicit or as consistent as a sci-
entific model of the domain should be. 

 4.3 Interaction features, depending on roles 
a) Home page, reading: users have a general view upon all 
viewpoints, and can browse among several hundred topics. 
 

Figure 7a – OSS application, home page reading 
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b) For each topic, users can see corresponding products, and 
related topics.  
 

 
 
c) Creation of an entity instance: the user describes the 
software by filling a text box, and by linking it to any topic, 
for instance the “Conflictual ontology” topic, under the 
“features” viewpoint. Contrary to reading pages, this is re-
stricted to authenticated members. 

 
 
d) Creation or modification of a topic: users having the “re-
viewer” role can create a topic, modify its name and com-
ments (definition, remark), and its location in the tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Future work 
At the current stage of the project, we have not definitively 
fulfilled our goal to “map” the OSS industry. It will be 
longer than expected to transfer this R&D project toward 
real stakeholders of the OSS Community, for instance well-
known Associations. However, we think that we should 
reach this goal quite easily thanks to the multiple points of 
view. Thus, we have already tested the possibility for the 
actors to cooperate through the Internet in order to create a 
Topic Map. Besides, they also can communicate trough a 
forum organized according to topics and points of view 
from the Agoræ application. But conversations on the forum 
are still rare.  

In the near future, we want to guaranty conditions for a 
safe scaling. The aim is to observe the system in wider open 
settings, where classification and meaning conflicts will 
sharpen. We would like more than twenty members to re-
view topics regularly, and many others contributing or edit-
ing the map from time to time 

Other extensions of the Agoræ generic tools are planned 
or under development, to enable the socio-semantic Web. 
For instance, to better enable the co-construction “at run-
time” of a shared meaning, and better understand the condi-
tions that may level difficulties, we want to add measuring 
tools to the system, in order to trace and analyze communi-
cations and discussion threads by topics on the micro-
forums. 

According to the evolution towards an enhanced version 
HyperTopic V2 mentioned above, we explore alternatives 
for a semantic specification of roles and rights. (cf. Figures 
8a and b). As for now, the user/role association is done by a 
standard access matrix. We plan to let users edit these rela-
tions just the way they do for topics in HyperTopic which 
will allow us to use the Agoræ toolbox for administration 
purposes. In particular, for specific cases such as the OSS 
application, it could be useful to enhance the KBM roles, by 
defining more precise one and permit initial roles organiza-
tion and modification by the members of the community 
themselves. For instance, to set multi-lingual maps, some 

Figure 7c – OSS application, contributing  

Figure 7b– OSS application: an entity linked to the “CMS - 
Groupware” topic 

Figure 7d - OSS application, reviewing 
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translator-reviewer should be allowed, and only them, to 
translate topics.  

6 Conclusion 
This OSS application is a first step that allows exploring 
many interesting subjects. This study has given us a frame-
work of objectives for further research. Besides, we have the 
opportunity to understand and describe the groupware tools 
necessary for a real and concrete appropriation by the ac-
tors. 

This step of our experiment encourages our hypothesis 
that “islands” of lively shared meaning on the Web could be 
created and maintained directly within and by communities. 
Standards such as HyperTopic could permit to link or merge 
such islands on a more flexible manner. But developing 
engineering tools and methods for co-building by actors in 
large scale social groups remains a very difficult challenge. 
Towards socio semantic Web, obstacles are numerous, 
needing strong R&D effort jointly on the cooperative 
(CSCW), Knowledge Engineering and Management facets 
of the solution. 

On the CSCW side, the OSS application we have pre-
sented has in this first step permitted to a few distant co-

designers from different universities (less than ten people) 
to discuss and work together in an asynchronous manner, to 
use the tool and to effectively “bootstrap” with HyperTopic 
a first draft of the OSS topic map. In a second step, it will be 
more arduous and long to accompany a lot of professional 
actors to transform this successful “demo” into a social ap-
plication, giving the ability to the French-speaking Open 
Source community to appropriate and to complete the con-
cepts and the tool, and possibly to use it at a larger scale. 

This attempt could be an opportunity to ameliorate the 
tool, especially to support actors, roles and actions represen-
tation by the designers themselves. Above all, it will permit 
for the first time to better evaluate the socio semantic Web 
concept – and thus to validate the underlying HyperTopic 
model we propose as a standard – in the real-size context of 
a mature, complex and contentious community. In this per-
spective, management and CSCW issues will be crucial – 
especially the enhancement and the use of annotation and 
discussion threads, and other collaborative functions and 
complementary helps to propose to users. Will these ser-
vices really facilitate members’ expression, debate, mutual 
confidence and involvement? Can S2W standards favor a 
new participative dynamic to manage shared meaning arte-
facts? Only real-scale experiments will give answers. Future 
functions we develop in Agoræ, like logging of users and 
trace analysis of activity, could be useful to better under-
stand the socio semantic activity in the co-builders group, 
and propose best communication, discussion and building 
services in the tool. 

On the Knowledge Management side, as we begin to ob-
serveit in our small group, the continuous creation of a 
shared meaning in the S2W appears possible, as a crucial 
process allying discussion, clarification of the knowledge at 
a fine-grained level, creation of new knowledge, creation 
and management of the points of view to take in account all 
types of actors and needs. It could be interesting to verify in 
the future of the OSS application if such a S2W application 
can be also a source of innovation and of organisational 
learning. For example, in the OSS Community, we make the 
hypothesis that the Yellow Pages web site could progres-
sively become a source of shared knowledge for members 
and visitors, experts and novices, in knowledge dimensions 
of width and depth. 
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Abstract 
The management of knowledge and know-how oc-
cupy a more and more important place in organiza-
tions. The construction of corporate memories in a 
purpose of conservation and sharing of knowledge 
became a rather common practice. However, we 
forget too often that the efficiency of these activi-
ties is strictly connected to the capacities of appro-
priation and learning of the organization actors. It 
is through this learning that new skills can be ac-
quired. In this paper, we propose general guidelines 
facilitating the process of creation and appropria-
tion of professions memories built by means of 
methods stemming from the knowledge engineer-
ing and from the techniques of the educational en-
gineering.  

1 Introduction 
In the framework of definition of a training platform for 
workers in the knitting industry, the French Textile - Cloth-
ing Institute (IFTH) is leading a project of knowledge capi-
talization on the "knitting of 3D pullovers". The object is to 
train the textile companies of a department of France in this 
type of knitting in order to improve the manufacturing proc-
ess. Our role in this project is to define and conceive an op-
erational learning system on the knitting of 3D pullovers. 
The system we defined is based on knowledge engineering 
and educational techniques. 

2 Knowledge management 
With the purpose to take highest advantage of their intellec-
tual capital, at present, the IFTH and most of the others 
companies develop and apply strategies of knowledge. 
Thereby it becomes more and more easy to realize a man-
agement, an innovation and a creation appropriate of their 
knowledge. 
Dieng-Kuntz [Dieng-Kuntz et al., 2001] presents some defi-
nition on the knowledge management. "The knowledge 
capitalization in an organization has for objectives to favor 
the growth, the transmission and the preservation of the 
knowledge in this organization" [Steels, 1993]. "It can carry 
both the theoretical knowledge and the know-how of the 

company. It requires the management of the resources of 
knowledge of the company to facilitate their access and their 
re-use" [O’Leary, 1998]. "It consists in capturing and in 
representing the knowledge of the company to facilitate 
their access, their sharing and their re-use.  This very com-
plex problem can be approached by several points of view: 
socio-organizational, economic, financial, technical, human, 
and legal" [Barthès, 1996].  

 
Figure 1. Knowledge management cycle of life 
 
We adopted the cycle of life of the knowledge management 
proposed by Grundstein (figure 1), where, according to him, 
"for any operation of knowledge capitalization, it is impor-
tant to identify the strategic knowledge to be capitalized" 
[Grundstein and Barthès, 1996]. 

3 Corporate memory and profession memory 
In organizations, the formalized knowledge is more and 
more represented in the form of corporate memory. We can 
define this memory as the "explicit, persistent and disem-
bodied representation of knowledge and information in an 
organization" [Van Heijst et al., 1996]. A corporate memory 
should supply "the good knowledge or information to the 
good person at the right time and to the good level" [Dieng-
Kuntz et al., 2001]. One of the types of the corporate mem-
ory [Tourtier, 1995] is the profession memory, which clari-
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fies the repository, the documents, the tools and the methods 
employed on a given profession. Our study is based essen-
tially on the appropriation of the knowledge from a profes-
sion memory. 
For the knowledge capitalization in the IFTH on the knitting 
of 3D pullover, we are going to focus on the design and the 
use of knowledge based profession memory. This is, based 
on the collection and the explicit modeling of knowledge of 
a number of experts and specialists of the company, or 
knowledge that come from a document [Dieng-Kuntz et al., 
2001]. 

4 Appropriation of a profession memory 
One of the main motivations for the construction of a mem-
ory in a company is the improvement of employee’s learn-
ing. This learning can be individual, group or organizational 
level [Dieng-Kuntz et al., 2001]. In the case of our work in 
the IFTH, learning will be approached in an individual way 
for their employees. By looking at our preliminary experi-
ences under construction of profession memory and more 
specifically the learning from such memories, we noticed 
that the learning from a profession memory is not easy. 
These memories are generally presented under several 
points of view (classifications, constraints, processes, prob-
lem solving strategies, etc.). The links between these views 
are put in background because the knowledge formalization 
shows the nature of the knowledge [Castillo et al., 2004]. 
Learning and following the learning progress in such a 
memory can be easy for an information works or a knowl-
edge engineer but it is complex for an employee who is spe-
cialist on his profession and who wants to learn a know-how 
formalized by an expert in his domain. 
To facilitate the learning from a profession memory, we 
adapted techniques from the educational engineering by 
modifying the way of building the profession memory, and 
especially, by showing this memory, to the employee in a 
different way. 

4.1 Educational engineering 
According to Paquette [Paquette, 2002], educational engi-
neering or training engineering contains all principles, pro-
cedures and tasks that allow: 
• defining the contents of a training by means of a struc-

tural identification of the knowledge and the skills re-
counted,  

• realizing an educational scenario of the training activi-
ties and to define the context of use and the structure of 
the materials of learning,  

• defining infrastructures, resources and services neces-
sary for the distribution of the lessons and for the pres-
ervation of their quality. 

We use the general architecture proposed for the educational 
engineering, constituted by four interdependent modules: 

• Expert module: represents the knowledge of the taught 
subject;  

• Student model: represents the students needs, his level 
and his difficulties, which represents, the state of his 
knowledge, as well as the history of his interactions 
with the system;  

• Educational module: contains the educational system, 
its purpose is to plan and to pass the learning;  

• Interface module: concerns the management of support 
and the system’s communication modes with the stu-
dent. 

In other terms, the educational engineering allows us to de-
velop a learning system [Rolland, 2000; Paquette, 2002]. 
Our particular interest is the construction of a system based 
on a profession memory. By taking into account of the prac-
tical knowledge (that is, problem solving) of the training 
contents, our system becomes an operational learning sys-
tem. 

5 COLS: for the Construction of an Opera-
tional Learning System 

In this article, we are only going to present our proposition 
of the operational learning system’s expert module for the 
knitting of 3D pullover to the IFTH. 

5.1 Proposition of the expert module 
Our expert module is represented as a guide named “activity 
process”. It is also used to focus on detailed explanation of 
every step of the process. 

Representation of the activity process 
For the definition of the expert module, the knowledge en-
gineer has to find and emphasize a guide to assure the pro-
gress in learning, with the expert’s help. This guide has to 
show the objectives, the deep knowledge and the links be-
tween the knowledge. Based on MASK [Ermine, 2002], the 
proposed guide (figure 2) in the operational learning system 
on the knitting of 3D pullover in the IFTH, is an arrange-
ment which allow to better understand the succession of 
stages to be realized within the activity. 
 
From this process, the knowledge engineer, always working 
with the expert, has to represent the interactions of every 
stage of the activity process and the problem solving strat-
egy. 

Representation of the interactions at each step in the 
activity process  
The knowledge engineer and the expert have to represent 
the interactions of every step of the activity process with 
their environments. Always based on MASK [Ermine, 
2002], each step proposed (figure 3) in the operational 
learning system is described according to its inputs, its out-
puts, its resources and its actors. 
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Figure 2. Representation of the activity process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Representation of the interactions at each step in the activity process 
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Figure 4. Representation of the problem solving strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Guidelines tree for quizzes construction 
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Representation of the problem solving strategy 
Every step in the activity process must be detailed, by show-
ing how the expert behaved to reach his objectives. The 
problem solving strategy is generally represented by the 
objectives to reach and the sequence of the steps which were 
followed by the expert.  
Every problem solving strategy (figure 4) in the operational 
learning system on the knitting of 3D pullover of the IFTH 
is represented by a list of objectives. Each objective con-
tains a list of steps and tasks that the student has to develop. 

Representation of Quizzes 
Quiz, as tool of formative evaluation in our case, are built 
from externalization conversations with the expert. Knowl-
edge engineer objective is to help the expert to emphasis the 
difficulties of learning of its know-how; specifically the 
difficulties of the domain, the bad understandings and the 
bad practices (figure 5). 
A guidelines tree can help to knowledge engineer, to guide 
the expert to build the quiz questions (figure 5). Quiz is 
identified so as to advance the utility, the process and the 
key points of the domain. 
The questions in an evaluation can be long opened answer, 
short opened answer, multiple choice, unique choice, true or 
false choice, multiple answer, crossing, among others. Quiz 
has to provide to student a support for every answer, as for 

example, by connections to related documents. A score at 
the end of every quiz allows helping the student to estimate 
its level of learning. 

Representation of exercises  
To allow training and getting a practical experience, the 
operational learning system offers the possibility of realiz-
ing exercises. On one hand the exercises allow learning in 
several phases of the operational knowledge, on the other 
hand an evaluation of the student’s progress. These exer-
cises mainly allow learning of problem solving strategies. 
The learning system allows the student to realize exercises 
of various complexity levels. The execution of the exercises 
is also guided by the corresponding problem solving strat-
egy. Indeed, this strategy is revealed to the student step by 
step with these objectives and the control structure at each 
step. The student is then invited to execute the instructions 
one by one. 
An exercise (figure 6) in the operational learning system on 
the knitting of 3D pullover in the IFTH can be represented 
with: a statement, indications and observations, a problem 
solving strategy, a prototype of results (illustrations) and the 
result characteristics (list to tick and links with the corre-
sponding skills). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Representation of exercises 
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Figure 7. Process illustration of knowledge learning progress 
 

Process of progress for the skills acquisition 
The activity process can be a guide of the operational 
knowledge learning. It allows to supply a global view as 
well as to guide a student to focus on every step of the proc-
ess and to learn the strategies as well as the difficulties of 
the activity. We show the student the global process and we 
invite him to explore the system step by step. For every 
step, the interactions with the environment are shown at 
first, followed by the corresponding problem solving strat-
egy (figure 7). 
The link between skills and characteristics of the exercise’s 
results allows the progress in the acquisition of the skills 
relative to every activity level. More global exercises are 
finally presented to a student to assure a global understand-
ing of the activity.  

6 Conclusions 
The knowledge management is a process which contains the 
capitalization of the knowledge as well as the sharing and 
the appropriation of this knowledge. However, the knowl-
edge appropriation remains a subject to study. The phase of 
appropriation requires a particular attention because its suc-
cess determines the efficiency of the organizational learning 
and thus the performance of the company partially.  

Otherwise, educational engineering study techniques of 
learning and supply devices (teaching equipment, tools of 
evaluation and process of learning) that can be a good sup-
port for operational knowledge appropriation. We studied 
these techniques to supply an operational learning system 
based on a profession memory. 
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We are defining a tool to support this type of learning 
systems. Together with the IFTH, an application for the 
textile domain is being developed. The experiences on this 
type of domain will allow to deepen our studies and to en-
rich our learning systems by other techniques. 

The learning system on the knitting of 3D will be inte-
grated into a platform of training which will be integrated 
into the textile industry in our region. We intend to study the 
feedback of this type of training. 
We showed the link which can exist between the knowledge 
appropriation and the skills acquisition. We aim at studying 
the representation formalisms and techniques of skills ac-
quisition in a more detailed way. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes an Annotation Tool support-
ing Collaborative Work (AnT&CoW) and particu-
larly collective interpretation of documents using 
annotation. In the first part, we present our meth-
odology to design such a groupware based on a 
theoretical activity analysis, understanding dis-
course production activity as a complex writ-
ing/reading activity. Following a rhetorical dis-
course production theory (section 4), we model a 
discourse production activity and its mediatization 
by way of a tool (section 5). After existing annota-
tions standards and tools have been detailed (sec-
tion 6), we present our tool’s requirements (section 
7). AnT&CoW is following Annotea W3C stan-
dards and allows document annotating and then 
multi-dimensional indexing. Multi-dimensional in-
dexing is based on a semiotic ontology represented 
in Topic Maps where three dimensions occur: ar-
gument, role and domain. Dimensions, mainly the 
domain specific dimension, are based on Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques fitting the 
text up. In the last part, we present our Web-based 
application, its client/servers architecture and its 
visualization’s features. Our prospects are then 
proposed. 

1 Introduction 
Nowadays, documents are a central point of interest in our 
organizations as many works in research show. For instance, 
in France, a multidisciplinary network from CNRS (Na-
tional Centre for Scientific Research) works on “documents 
and contents: creation, indexation, navigation” (RTP-DOC). 
Three orientations around documents are then told apart; 
analyzing documents as a shape (studying structure of 
documents for its manipulation), as a sign (studying au-
thor’s intentions when creating documents, document's in-
tentionality), and as a medium (studying document’s status 
in social relations) [Pédauque, R.T., 2003]. Following the 

second orientation, this paper intends to consider a docu-
ment as a meaning-holder, which cannot be dissociated from 
a subject who is building or re-building it and who gives 
sense to it. Seeing document as a sign means that we are 
more interested in the creation process of a document, its 
interpretation, in other words in signs constituting it. 
These questions are tackled here from the critical reading 
point of view, contrary to a reading which would not aim at 
producing knowledge or another text. A critical reading 
creates an interpretation enlightening not only the text that is 
read but also other texts. It can produce another text, a 
comment, a review, a criticism. We focus particularly on 
collective critical reading, which allows the building of a 
shared interpretation of an initial document between several 
participants. The drawing-up of a shared interpretation 
within a group takes part, according to us, of a collective 
sense making process [Weick, 1979]. Actually, Weick de-
fines collective sense making in organizations as a process 
of collective reduction of the perceived ambiguity of a situa-
tion. By exchanging, discussing ideas, members of an or-
ganization will clarify and then share their understanding of 
a situation (transcribed in documents), gradually making 
sense.  
Collective sense making in organizations from real lived 
situations is a theme that has been studied since the begin-
ning of 80’s. Weick’s work emphasizes the sense making 
process, its creation and its evolution, and not the collective 
representation of sense. The collective sense is then not nec-
essarily a common sense.  
According to us, the collective interpretation of documents, 
which are the marks of the actions in the organization, will 
allow collective sense making. This cooperative interpreta-
tion process thus permits to take advantage of documents 
while letting able to overstep the setting in which the docu-
ments have been created. This process is also supporting 
individual identity since each participant puts his identity to 
the critical test, making it evolve through his/her interac-
tions. 
We propose to support this collective interpretation of 
documents by developing strategies for mediatized interac-
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The design process which we are presenting here draws its 
inspiration from the methodological positioning in the field 
of design in Educational Research by [Baker, 2000], carried 
on, in France, by Tchounikine [Tchounikine, 2002]. These 
authors distinguish models as scientific tools from models to 
design systems. The firsts propose a theory to understand or 
predict a situation or an activity; the seconds translate the 
firsts in models allowing design and implementation of sys-
tems supporting the situation or the activity. 

tions around numerical documents, mostly textual. Texts’ 
interpretation is traditionally accompanied by gloss, note, 
commentary, and various kinds of annotations anchored to 
the text itself or linking several texts or fragments of text. 
We then propose to support this discursive collaboration 
around documents by a system allowing documents’ annota-
tion for interpretation and appropriation, objective which is 
not yet supported by existing annotation-based software. 
Actually, these tools only allow isolated annotation as tex-
tual comments, with weak indexation (date, author), hardly 
usable as interactions’ support in a group. In fact, in a situa-
tion where we want to support a methodical texts’ interpre-
tation, textual body of comments is promoted to discourse, 
its context is built up by the role of the author, the semantic 
content, the place of the annotation into the discussion’s 
thread. Giving this context is essential to find the design 
rationale of an interpretation. 

However, theories from humanities usually mobilized to 
design groupware (activity theory, learning theory, commu-
nicative action theory…) are very difficult to use as they 
are. In fact, it’s difficult to deduce principles of design or to 
adapt the definitions of these theories in a computer-
mediatized framework. 
Designing consists then in defining new models, with new 
concepts, in keeping with the theory, in order to describe an 
artefact supporting and marking interactions. The theory 
will then help us to analyze these recorded interactions. 

Studies have been conducted at the KMI (Knowledge Media 
Institute) on functions of discursive comments of a docu-
ment. They gave rise to the “Digital Document Discourse 
Environment” (D3E) [Sumner et al., 2000], a web tool in 
which exchanging messages on a document are allowed. 
But, as the design of this tool has not been bound to any 
study of the activity of document analysis, the collaborative 
process of interpretation is not treated. Moreover, nothing 
has really been done on visualization and reuse of the ex-
changed messages. Actually, messages are tree-displayed 
and indexed according to standard attributes (date, author, 
title); it is as though a forum has been linked to a document. 
In fact, many works outline yet that online discussions are 
often disrupted and confused because of the numerous and 
frequent development of discussion threads and parallel 
talks. We can for example quote [Marcoccia, 2004] who 
stresses the phenomenon of progressive themes’ digression 
in newsgroups, when each message in a thread introduces a 
theme development. The result could be a real “topic decay” 
[Herring, 1999]. 

We thus propose the following process, illustrated in Fig. 1: 
From a social science theory fitting to phenomena which 
one wishes to support/observe, use or define a descriptive 
model of these phenomena which makes the theory opera-
tional. This descriptive model allows reasoning about situa-
tions in which these phenomena would be mediatized using 
an information processing system. This reasoning leads to 
the creation of a mediatized activity model. This step in-
volves researchers in humanities and social sciences respon-
sible of the link with the description model, and computer 
science researchers (designers), understanding and control-
ling software properties. This mediatized activity model is 
then materialized in a design model describing requirements 
for a groupware enabling to assist interactions and also to 
mark them. This groupware will thus be a mean to collect 
corpus. This corpus, analyzed using the mobilized theory, 
will allow us to make evolve our comprehension of the phe-
nomena being studied.  

In this paper, we first present methodological principles to 
design a groupware supporting active collective interpreta-
tion of documents (AnT&CoW). Then, we focus on existing 
works in modeling writing activities. In section 4, we pre-
sent a model of discourse production stemming from rheto-
ric, which is adapted in section 5 to a mediatized activity. 
This model is the basis of AnT&CoW, which features are 
described in section 7, after a review of existing tools and 
standards for annotation in section 6. We finally present the 
tool architecture combining Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) techniques for text material processing 
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Fig. 1 – Groupware design based on a theoretical activity analysis  

2 Methodological principles to design a 
groupware supporting collective interpreta-
tion of documents 

The context of our research leads us to define new practices 
to support collective interpretation of digital document. 
Then, a classical software design process, deducing design 
principles from a needs analysis or an existing activity 
analysis, is not suitable.   
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It seems to us that although the step of designing mediatized 
activity is always present while designing software, the ac-
tivities of this phase are not usually explicit. It occurs as if it 
was possible to define design principles of an artifact sup-
porting an activity, directly from the descriptive model of 
the face-to face-activity. However no one would deny that 
this mediatization has an impact on the activity. During this 
step of designing the mediatized activity the exchanges be-
tween researchers in humanities and social sciences and 
researchers in information and communication technologies 
will take place. They will then be able to build a common 
model reflecting the guidelines of the activity and the ways 
to assist this activity at the same time. This step allows the 
next step of design to take place. A design model will then 
be defined, describing the functions of the tool.  
In the following section, in order to define a description 
model which fits our problematics of collective interpreta-
tion of documents, we present existing work on analysis of 
documents centered activities  

3 Which theory to analyze discourse produc-
tion activity? 

In the field of cognitive psychology, many researchers have 
studied mental activities involved in writing, distinguishing 
text comprehension and text production.  
With regard to comprehension models, the researches focus 
on memorization of text fragments, necessarily summarized. 
One of the most quoted model in this field is the Kintsch’s 
constraint-satisfaction process [Kintsch, 1988]; The com-
prehension of text is described there as a cycle of phases of 
construction of a coherent mental representation of a text in 
the course of reading, and of phases of selection (or not) of 
text fragments for memorization (integration). Researches 
were undertaken to use this descriptive theory at construc-
tive ends, for example for defining design principles for 
hypermedia documents to be easily integrated by the reader 
[Garlatti and Iksal, 2000]. These authors propose a guide for 
"good practices" in designing documents, particularly to 
ensure text coherence. These documents are then presented 
so that the reader receives help in constructing his mental 
model. The aim is to minimize the cognitive cost while 
reading the document.  
Concerning production models, the stress is laid on editorial 
processes of planning, formatting and reviewing, and the 
control model which allows to apply these processes. The 
authors frequently quoted in this field are [Hayes and 
Flower, 1980] who proposed models of editorial strategies. 
Here again, this descriptive theory was used in works which 
gave rise to computer-supported editorial processes. In 
[Piolat et al., 1989] a combination of three pieces of soft-
ware (scripsis, scripap, scriprev) is used. Each one focuses 
on a process (planning, formatting, reviewing). However 
this work doesn’t aim at proposing tools for text production 
within an organization, but at providing a framework for 
experimental study of text production.  
As we presented in section 2, our approach consists in de-
signing a groupware on the basis of the theoretical analysis 

of the collective activity this groupware intends to support. 
The descriptive models of comprehension or production 
offered by cognitive psychology, which we quoted above, 
do not appear suitable according to us for the design of a 
tool supporting collective interpretation of documents. In 
fact, they separate the memorization phase from the text 
formatting phase. Indeed, collective interpretation of docu-
ments mixes written activities during reading - annotations – 
and reading activity to produce meaning, sense. The read-
ing/memorization phases and writing/integration are thus 
associated. In researches related to written didactics, reading 
and writing are also seen as stages of a generic activity re-
lated to the written support [Barré de Miniac, 2000]. We 
thus propose to use a discourse production model stemming 
from ancient and medieval rhetoric didactics, representing 
in a whole cycle both memorization and discursive produc-
tion. 

4 Discourse production model 
Writing is the place of complex and evolutionary interac-
tions between emotional, cognitive and linguistic factors 
[Barré de Miniac, 2000]. We will be interested more par-
ticularly in the cognitive factors as organizing factors of the 
concepts in memory and text, and in the linguistic factors as 
marks at the same time of a specific type of discourse and of 
the semantics of the document in "co-text". As an author’s 
discourse is surrounded by social life and events, a text is 
surrounded by textual context making its sense.  
We find these two types of factors in the rhetoric didactics. 
From Aristotle rhetorical theories to Hugues de St Victor’s 
ones through Cicero or Quintilianus, discourse production is 
taught according to a process. Aristotelian rhetoric is fo-
cused on a final production of oral discourse (speech) with-
out denying a memorizing phase required for any produc-
tion. This phase of memorizing is better represented by 
rhetoric, that we will call memorial, held by thinkers quoted 
by [Carruthers, 1990], such as Quintilianus (the institution 
oratory), Cicero (De oratore, De inventione) or Tullius (Ad 
Herennium), and then Hugues de St Victor (Didascalicon), 
Fortunatianus (Artis rhetoricae libri tres) or Julius Victor 
(Ars rhetorica) from Middle Ages. In this approach of rheto-
ric, we can observe a continuum between the memorial part 
more “logical” or “dialectical” and the stylistic, editorial 
part. Rhetoric is regarded as an alliance between structuring 
and eloquence. 
The discourse production process as recommended in this 
didactical context is made up of two phases: "Divisio" and 
"Compositio". Divisio is done while reading and consist in 
dividing a text in understandable units, in memorizable 
short segments. Compositio is the ordered combination, the 
suitable arrangement of "res" (conceptual or material ob-
jects) contained in the memorized segments (Fig. 2). These 
memorizing, Divisio, and creation phases, Compositio, are 
themselves divided into stages supported by the use of an-
notations. 
The first stage of Divisio is Cogitatio. It is an individual 
memorial stage which consists in associating, by a con-
scious choice and recall, images and sections of a chrono-
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The following phase will be the formatting in word of this 
conceptual outline. It is a traditional phase of drafting, 
called "Dictamen". We see with this stage the physical dis-
course creation, classically done on an adjustable support (a 
draft), where the style, the choice of the terms, therefore the 
textual shape of the discourse only can be modified.  

logically divided content of a document in various memorial 
places. Textual fragments that form the text are then struc-
tured and become easily memorizable. 
Collatio is the phase where textual fragments stored in sev-
eral distinct places in memory are combined in a structure. 
In this phase connections between the various places of con-
tents are created. A co-text is then formed by semantically 
binding new memorized fragments and fragments previ-
ously memorized. This phase is not specifically individual 
even if it structures an individual memory, insofar as this 
stage can be related to discursive exchanges, interactions 
with others. 

The Exemplar phase consists in transforming the draft sup-
port of the discourse in a perennial support. The discourse 
remains strictly identical to the one found in output of the 
process of Dictamen. 
The last phase but not the least in this succession of process 
is the Emendare where the final copy of the discourse is 
diffused and then openly commented by the addition of pub-
lic comments, "notae" or arguments of an author to the 
original text. This phase thus makes the text become a refer-
ence text, a written document being an authority on the 
field.  

Compositio is divided into four stages of activity evoking 
stages of document creation. The stage of Inventio is close 
to that of Collatio insofar as it is question of creating seman-
tic links between various memorized elements, on the "res" 
(conceptual objects, idea) level not on the word level. An 
outline is formed, i.e. a set of ideas hierarchically arranged, 
an argumentative structure for example.  

This model represents a method of discourse production 
strongly supported by memory. In a computer supported 
collaborative work (CSCW) context, discursive creation 
must be supported by an adequate tool enabling storing, 
creating and sharing information. In order to design this 
tool, we first wish to model this mediatized activity of dis-
course production to represent the functions required for 
implementing in a tool. 

5 Model of mediatized discourse production  
We are interested here in collaborative interpreting numeri-
cal document, sense making by several participants. We will 
not take into account non-textual numerical documents. 
The transformation of the discourse production model 
within a mediatized framework, enables us to define the 
following stages to recommend (Fig. 3). First, the text of the 
document is segmented to be stored in a memory as memo-
rizable fragments. 
These segments are then indexed to avoid the loss of the 
document structure as consistent unity. It is important to 
chronologically index the segments to mark the hierarchy of 
the various paragraphs in a text document, various words in 
a paragraph... This type of indexing concerns all metadata 
which might be automatically associated with element 
stored (localization, author, date...). Indexation must also be 
used to bind new fragments laid into the system to the con-
ceptual set already present in the tool. We will then obtain a 
set of textual segments semantically bound to other textual 
segments. It is a process of co-textual structure creation or-
ganized by socio-cognitive as well as semantic links. 
The structuring phase represents a hierarchizing process, 
organizing ideas according to a chronological outline. A 
detailed outline is defined, containing all ideas necessary to 
the formatting phase, the change of concepts, to words, to 
discourse. It is the phase where the "res" (concepts) con-
tained in indexed textual fragments are re-used and re-
organized in a new document. 
The writing phase is the one where the outline is formatted 
in text giving a discourse as a result. This discourse is not 
the final objective of this activity in this vision of rhetoric, 
since it is then published to become an amendable object, a 

Fig. 2 – Discourse production model 
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writing improved by reader’s feedback, themselves becom-
ing authors in the community.  
This phase when the published discourse is assessed by 
other members of the community is extremely important as 
it is allowing the validation of the Exemplar, its improve-
ment even, and constituting a written authority, a reference 
discourse in the community.  
Within a collective interpretation purpose, annotating a 
document thus consists, according to us, in following a 
process of formatting organized ideas in a discourse. Indeed, 
following the reading of a document, it comes to engage a 
process which enables to add an idea or an opinion struc-
tured in textual form.  

For example, in a collaborative work context, one can con-
sider the sharing of a document in order to be commented 
on. After a visualization phase of the text, a reading, the text 

read will be segmented to allow the addition of a structured 
comment, of a discursive annotation. A segment will be 
emphasized in order to indicate the anchoring of a discur-
sive element linked to this segment. This highlighting could 
be done by traditional techniques of underlining, circling, 
colouring segments of unsettled sizes (from a word, or a part 
of a word, to the paragraph, or set of separated elements). 
Following the segmentation and the choice of element to be 
annotated, an indexing phase is required, consisting in con-
necting segments. The tool should help the user to find se-
mantic links between elements to structure them together 
and to form an organized set of textual segments according 
to their meaning. This meaning depends on the user’s un-
derstanding. Indeed, the annotation consists in an anchor, a 
geographical relation, in a body, a discourse which creates 
its meaning amid a "co-text", but also in the whole set of 
textual segments stored in memory and linked to it, indexed 
to it by comprehensible key words, structured by and for 
human user. While writing this annotation, the author 
should organize his/her discourse to be written. This neces-
sary step is the structuring of "rei", of concepts stored in 
memory, which will give rise to an outline made up of hier-
archically structured arguments. The writing phase will al-
low constituting the body of the annotation which will be 
readable by a member of the discussion after publishing and 
thus spreading this annotation.  

Fig. 3 – Model of mediatized discourse production  

Just as a reference text, the annotation can be endorsed 
thanks to a new link brought to the latter. A reply to a com-
ment allows taking part in the thread of discussion initiated 
by the first annotation. 
This model of mediatized discourse production, resulting 
from a model of discourse production activity stemming 
from rhetoric, enables us to describe the requirements of a 
groupware assisting this type of discursive production by 
means of annotation. 

6  Designing AnT&CoW 

6.1 Existing annotations standards 
As recommended through the model presented in section 5, 
the groupware must let users visualize a document, segment 
it, create various types of associations (indexing, gathering) 
with the various fragments, write the discourse constituting 
the annotation body, or publish it. The validation phase (cf. 
Fig. 3), optimizing collaboration through answers during the 
discourse, requires a specific association function as a "re-
ply to" function to an annotation. The discursive model al-
lows a continuous look back on the document when reading 
and writing, so the visualization function is predominant. 
The visualization is supported by the use of a plug-in into a 
navigator. Indeed, being an extension of a naturally used 
navigator and giving access to a lot of Web documents to be 
read, this plug-in enables visualizing simultaneously the 
document and the body of the annotation while writing or 
indexing the annotation. This annotation is captured by a 
"pop-up" window, then indexed to entitle its recovery after 
publication and creation of a set of structured documents.  
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In an annotation activity, several problems arise: the ques-
tion of anchoring the annotation and the forms of its meta-
information in the original document. These problems are 
tackled in the field of Semantic Web (SW), which goal is to 
enrich Web resources with structured descriptive informa-
tion to improve their accessibility, their retrieval and the use 
of information. We now will describe some existing tools 
from this field which we can re-use and enrich in our pro-
ject. 
The SW identifies three types of annotations: simple meta-
data (modification date, author, etc.) ; annotations which we 
would describe as "computational" insofar as they are ad-
dressed to programs enabling them to take a profit from 
annotated resources [Bremer and Gertz, 2001], [Volz et al., 
2003], [Roussey et al., 2001]; and annotations which we 
would describe as "social" since they are addressed to the 
reader, to an human user, enabling her/him to be an active 
Web participant. 
Tools developed since the beginning of the 90’s allow re-
viewing texts using comments or explanations, to justify 
decisions... In general, they consist of various elements 
permitting to visualize, to create, to store and to search the 
annotations. Annotations are defined by an anchor, some 
attributes and a body. They are stored on a dedicated server 
(annotations server), and can be classified according to their 
attributes, their public/private/group shared status. The an-
notations server contains information about the annotation 
localization (the document on which the annotation was 
created or its place in the document), its style (font, color...), 
its contents (text and attributes), and its function (if it is an 
explanation or a proposition for example). The annotations 
are generally tree organized. This configuration facilitates 
navigation in the set of annotations and their management. 
These researches lead to the definition of the W3C’s An-
notea standard [Annotea, 2003] [Kahan et al., 2001], based 
on a RDF annotation description [Brickley and Guha, 2004]. 
This standard improves collaboration through shared meta-
data based on Web annotations, bookmarks, and their com-
binations. Several annotations servers (ZAnnot, Annotea...) 
and annotations clients (Annozilla, Amaya...) implement the 
Annotea standard. The annotations server ZAnnot [Zannot, 
2003] stores annotations in a RDF database. Users can in-
teract with Zannot server by Annozilla client [Annozilla, 
2004], the Mozilla navigator’s plug-in, in order to search for 
an annotation, to create a new one or to remove another. An 
annotation is described by a set of metadata (its attributes 
defined by a RDF diagram) and a body. The RDF notation’s 
advantage is that it is possible to personalize it, for example 
by adding to the annotation diagram, attributes or a set of 
values of attributes. This technical solution is thus interest-
ing since it is possible to adapt the model to a need of mul-
tidimensional indexing. These dimensions supplement An-
notea already existing attributes and are related to a "socio-
semantic" use of the annotations in our project. 
We are now going to describe and classify these existing 
annotations tools, and we will clarify our positioning. 

6.2 Existing annotations tools 
At present, several annotations clients are available, stem-
ming from SW initiatives. Most of them adopt what we 
would call a "computationally-semantic" approach. This 
approach has, as main objective, to index Web pages more 
or less automatically. These tools are used for metadata 
creation and some are based on ontologies (and their infer-
ence engines) to support the computational annotation: On-
toMat-annotizer implementing the S-CREAM framework 
[Handschuh et al., 2002]; Melita [Dingli, 2003] or MnM 
[Domingue et al., 2002], COHSE [Bechofer et al., 2001]. 
KMI’s Magpie [Dzbor et al., 2004] uses semantic annota-
tions to support human interpretation of Web Pages. Com-
putational annotations are geographically dependent on a 
part of a Web page, but they only enrich the page with con-
cepts for automatic indexing and do not either assist coop-
eration or interaction between readers of a same page. In 
fact metadata index a page, and allow the search engines to 
recall a page in a better way. Finally, human users should be 
familiar with the ontology used to annotate the documents, 
and they have few possibilities to update the ontology dur-
ing system use.  
In our view, annotations are not only semantic annotation 
but discursive annotations and then more than supporting 
collective interpretation, they create collective interpreta-
tion. 
Other annotations clients adopt a more social approach, aim-
ing at facilitating human communication, without consider-
ing indexing features or annotation recall. In this software, 
these annotations can only be sorted on rudimentary meta-
data such as the creation date or the author: Yawas [Denoue, 
2000]; CritLink [Ka-Ping, 1998]; XLibris [Price et al., 
1998]; etc. These annotations tools regard the annotation as 
a comment, a way of looking at annotation shared by some 
proprietary software or some plug-in application software, 
where the comments are neither indexed nor differentiated 
from the document [Windows Word comments, 2003]. The 
annotations are sometimes stored apart on annotations serv-
ers [Acrobat pdf, 2004] and organized in a minimalist way. 
However, these annotations tools do not allow connecting 
annotations. These tools cannot then represent a structured 
set of exchanges between users related to a document. 
We are considering documents as mediators of discourse as 
KMI’s D3E [Sumner et al., 2000] considers. However, this 
tool does not allow a rich indexing of annotations, and then 
it will be difficult to understand the design rationale of the 
discussion, of a new document or even of a new concept. 
Thus, even if these annotations tools support the interaction 
more easily than the computational annotations tools, they 
are not sufficient to implement our model. 
We finally can classify annotations tools in two families; 
one concentrates on indexing Web pages, supporting their 
recall, while the other concentrates on human communica-
tion through comments. Following the aim to design a col-
laborative environment, we can deplore the lack of annota-
tions management or co-operative work possibilities in these 
two families even if KMI’s works are first steps in linking 
these two views. We thus propose to enrich them thanks to 
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the SW indexing techniques and to support user in her/his 
activity of documentary annotation. Supporting this docu-
mentary activity will help her/him working in a collabora-
tive way. Moreover, we propose other annotations functions 
such as multi-anchoring (allowing connecting several frag-
ments of documents) or the answering possibility to an an-
notation. This alternative approach is also the one proposed 
by [Bringay et al. 2004], in the case of an electronic Patient 
Record in an hospital. These authors propose a system in 
which the Patient Record is stored and manipulated with its 
annotations, as in a paper-based Record where annotations 
are indissociable from the original document. 
In the following part, we then expose the features of an ap-
plication supporting cooperation around a document, in a 
“Socio-Semantic Web” approach. 

7  AnT&CoW requirements 
Following [Zacklad et al, 2003], we define annotation as a 
type of located metadata, connected to another document. 
This unit is connected to various parameters such as time, 
place, participants, its public or private status, its meaning... 
which means that annotation is an entity made up of several 
parts such as its anchor (or its anchors) in a document, its 
attributes, and a body (the text of the annotation). We also 
consider that the annotation is a mark of the collaboration 
process which has two principal functions: planning (project 
management, micro-organization) and the reviewing (argu-
mentation, annotation constituting a document body...) 
Metadata suggested by Web standards (for example An-
notea described above) to index annotations (name of the 
author, date, topic, type of annotation, etc.) are thus not suf-
ficient for our project. In fact, with this type of index, we 
cannot store the organizational context (roles, profile of the 
participants, etc), the contextual field (specific lexicon, 
keywords of the field, concepts, etc), nor the type of argu-
mentation (suggestion, opposition).  
In order to allow a more subtle classification of these anno-
tations, we thus propose to extend the collaborative annota-
tion indexing not only by domain specific dimensions (top-
ics), but also by a cognitive dimension thanks to an argu-
mentative dimension (preserving the rationale of the deci-
sions and negotiations between human participants) and an 
organizational dimension, using the participant’s role to 
stress the importance of a decision. 

7.1 Semiotic ontologies for multi-dimensional in-
dexing 

The three dimensions defined above are described by an 
ontology. From a SW point of view, ontologies are sup-
posed to represent exhaustively the knowledge of a specific 
field, structuring concepts in a hierarchy by relations be-
tween them. Each concept is well defined by all its proper-
ties and the expert must thus entirely specify the relations 
between the concepts. However, human experts often have 
conflicting definitions of some concepts for which several 
definitions are in competition. Concurrently, specific infer-
ence mechanisms calculate the coherence and the consis-

tency of these ontologies. Building such ontologies is a 
time-consuming and expensive task. Plus, on one hand, ge-
neric ontologies (EuroWordNet, DOLCE [Gangemi et al., 
2003]) are not adapted to domain-specific applications; they 
do not contain domain-specific concept definitions. On the 
other hand, domain-specific ontologies are not available or 
they are very expensive, even if their portability is increased 
by the use of W3C standards (OWL, RDF). Thus, it is diffi-
cult to work out a representation of the semantic contents of 
Web pages, even using ontologies.  
To avoid this drawback, a more socio-semantics approach of 
the Web proposes the use of less formal ontologies, which 
main purpose is to help user navigating through Web pages 
and not to compute automatically the semantic representa-
tion of the document content. From this perspective, the 
concepts should be less-specified; there is no need to iden-
tify all the concepts' properties. Standards as Topic Maps 
(TM) (Standard ISO, [Biezunski et al., 1999]) are defined 
for these semi-formal ontologies. TM formalism defines a 
network of topics covering domain-specific knowledge. 
Topics are defined via simple URL, so all the users share 
the same definition. The topics are hierarchically organised 
(related by “isa” relations) and associated by horizontal rela-
tions (“partOf”, “used”) (Fig. 4). No coherence checking 
mechanism is done. 
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part-of part-of part-of part-of part-of
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forgotten
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suspicious

emotivity

part-of

part-of part-of
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While TM do not require a precise definition of concepts, 
and are designed to support user browsing Web pages; we 
adopted this formalism for representing the various dimen-
sions of our ontology. 

Fig. 4 – Medical domain ontology fragment in Topic Maps 

In our system, the organizational and argumentative dimen-
sions are built manually. The first one is based on a social 
analysis of the network, and the second one is based both on 
a cognitive and a pragmatic analysis of interactions in the 
network. The domain-specific dimension requires a combi-
nation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques 
and manual choice of terms and concepts. This ontology is 
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stored on an ontology server which allows an easy recall of 
the concepts. We focus now on the NLP techniques. 

7.2 NLP tools and methods for domain contextual 
ontology building  

Due to the low availability of domain-specific ontologies 
and to the fact that generic ontologies are of little use for 
domain specific applications, many projects aimed to use 
NLP techniques to extract semi-automatically terms (con-
cept instances) [Jacquemin and Bourigault, 2003] to create 
term clusters (concepts) [Cimiano and al, 2004] as well as to 
extract relations between terms [Buitelaar and al, 2004]. The 
expert should name the clusters as concepts and eventually 
should define relations between concepts. 
In our system, NLP techniques are used for two main pur-
poses: building and maintaining the domain-specific ontol-
ogy from corpora, but also for browsing and indexing anno-
tations. 
The annotation indexing can be done automatically by the 
tool (date, author, answered annotations codification, auto-
matic chronological thread of discussion) or manually by 
the user. The annotation manual indexing phase by the user 
regarding to three dimensions (choice of a value represent-
ing the annotation content according to each dimension) can 
be tedious and we thus wish to support it thanks to NLP 
tools.  
The first task, concerning ontology building is done off-line, 
by extracting terms from a selected corpus and by proposing 
a simple topic hierarchy (a term is equivalent to a topic).  
Tests were carried out in the medical field (Alzeihmer’s 
disease and memory troubles), for an Electronic Patient File 
(EPF) project. An EPF is a patient file created and main-
tained by a medical group to follow a patient and improve 
its cares. To be easily followed by distant members, this file 
is shared by means of Web interface.  
It was not possible to use medical ontologies [MeSH, 2004], 
[UMLS, 2004] insofar as they are too generic or cover a 
swarms of domains (MENELAS, [Zweigenbaum and al, 
1994]) far away from the application’s use in the project.  
For building a semi-formal ontology (structured in topics) 
from corpora, we identify candidate terms by using a term 
extractor. Among the term extractor available, we tested 
LIKES [Rousselot and al, 1996] which is a simple repeated 
segment extractor identifying sequences of words (colloca-
tion, repeated segments) occurring in the corpus. The re-
peated segments are potential candidate-terms, and they are 
organized in a tree, gathered according to their head and 
displayed according to their frequency of their occurrences. 
The candidate-terms are used to select the topics of our on-
tology. The outputs are filtered in order to eliminate the 
incorrect candidate-terms (terms finishing by a preposition, 
a conjunction). The majority of the candidate-terms corre-
spond to a Head + Modifier pattern.  
We carried out tests on a small medical corpus (14000 
words) and obtained an approximately 100 topics ontology. 
The sizeable drawback of this tool remains the significant 
number of candidate-terms, which requires a stage of man-
ual cleaning of the resulting hierarchy. 

We developed a tool (GenTMInd), identifying hierarchical 
relations between terms via heuristic rules and structuring 
them in Topic Maps format. For example, a term matching a 
pattern Head + Modifier is a subconcept of the Head con-
cept. For the moment, candidate topics should be identified 
among simple noun phrases (a noun phrase followed by 
only one prepositional phrase). 
These assumptions and heuristic rules are not sufficient to 
identify all the hierarchical relations or all the relevant can-
didate-topics. User thus can manually update the ontology 
by adding relevant topic-keys indexing her/his annotation 
and by organizing them in the existing TM. 
However, after a relevant corpus is gathered, we will extend 
the search for candidates to a set of domain-specific verbs. 
We will explore the context of each topic-candidate in order 
to identify more relations between the topics. If it is possible 
to find out candidate-topics frequently co-occurring (related 
by a syntactic relation as predicate-argument or head-
modifier) in the text, it would mean that horizontal relations 
must be added between two candidate-topics. For example, 
in the context of the disease of Alzheimer, the corpus of test 
contains "old person", which means that relation "concern" 
between two topics could be added (Fig.4). 
The second task is to help the user indexing his annotation 
regarding to three dimensions (other indexes like author 
name, date, title, are automatic), by proposing him/her a 
semi-automatic indexation of his/her annotation (indexes as 
name of the author, date or title are automatic). NLP tools 
scan the annotation submitted by the user, identify some 
relevant terms candidates and match these terms to the con-
cepts of the ontology for each dimension. The matching 
process uses three resources: the indexation context, the 
annotation co-text and the ontology. Ontology is a vertical 
representation of the concepts, i.e. with paradigmatic links, 
while the indexation context and the annotation co-text are 
syntagmatic links database. The indexation context is a da-
tabase storing textual contexts frequently co-occurring with 
the ontology topics. The annotation co-text is a database 
storing textual bodies of annotations and textual fragments 
where these are anchored (fragment of documents). Indeed, 
to process this mapping, we have several relations databases 
allowing combining paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations 
to improve lexical access, data recall. The mapping algo-
rithm checks the contexts of the ontology topics and the 
contexts of term candidates. If similar context are found 
[Harris, 1988], the topic is proposed to index the candidates. 
The annotation tool will then propose domain specific key-
words or “keysyntagms” as well as argumentative types to 
the user. The user will then decide if the index suggested is 
relevant and if s/he wishes to preserve it as metadata of 
her/his annotation.  
By creating his/her annotation, the user decides if the anno-
tation is anchored to one or more parts of the document or 
of several documents. Thus, we consider a complex annota-
tion indexing and multi-anchoring, defining more precisely 
the co-text of the annotation. Once the validation is done by 
the user, the annotation is stored with its metadata on the 
annotations server. 
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The next step in this tool implementation is to adapt a more 
effective term extractor in our system, as FASTR is [Jac-
quemin and Tzoukermann, 1999], in order to identify the 
candidate-terms in the annotations bodies and to extract a 
concept hierarchy by the clustering techniques [Cimiano and 
al, 2004]. 
We will now present our distributed architecture and some 
visualization features of our annotations tool, following 
W3C standards and integrating NLP tools. 

8 AnT&CoW: Architecture and visualization 
Following the Annotea W3C standard, our client/server an-
notation system implements a distributed architecture 
(Fig.5):  
The client’s goal is to annotate documents (for the moment 
limited to annotate text or HTML pages due to format con-
straints), which are accessible by a Web navigator. Mainly 
for this reason, we chose Annozilla, a Mozilla navigator 
plug-in which is an Annotea client following our aim. Using 
XPointer, DOM standards and many functions of the 
Mozilla infrastructure (XPConnect, XPCom components), 
Annozilla offers possibilities of creating, updating and de-
leting annotations on a document or a part of document and 
gives possibilities in storing them on a local server (individ-
ual use) or a distant one (shared use).  

 
We chose a server respecting the Annotea standard, ZAnnot, 
developed on the Zope platform [Latteier and al, 2003] 
which has a Web server and several other components man-
aging contents servers or databases. ZAnnot derives benefits 
from the Zope platform and manages at the same time que-

ries sent by the Annozilla client and the reply function to an 
annotation.  
On this platform, we encapsulate the ZTAL server for the 
natural language processing whose functions are defined 
above, the ZOnToM ontologies server represented out of 
TM also containing the indexation context and annotation 
co-text. The Zorpora server is a corpora server which con-
tains not only the basic documents text used to constitute the 
domain-specific ontology dimension, but also the docu-
ments created by the project participants and eventually the 
authority documents shared in the project. 
Since it is necessary to adapt the annotations client An-
nozilla for our annotation’s purpose such as previously de-
fined, we implemented the reply function from annotation to 
another and the indexing mechanism. To classify annota-
tions, we extended the Annotea annotation diagram by add-
ing metadata corresponding to our three dimensions which 
will be saved at the RDF format, as the other metadata and 
annotation bodies. For coherence reasons, our multi-
dimensional Topic Map ontology is currently stored in a 
XTM (XML) format and is not modifiable by the user. 
We provide an interface for the user allowing her/him to 
manage the topics of the different dimensions and to navi-
gate through stored annotations. Navigation consists of a 
reading of the annotations arranged in one or more visible 
windows at the same time. Thus the user can, if s/he wished, 
display in the same document a set of annotation indexed by 
the same topic(s), annotation textual body and other frag-
ments to which it is connected. (Fig.6) She/He has also pos-
sibility of recording elements gathered in only one new 
working document, a draft or a discussion paper shareable 
by the project.  

Fig.5 – AnT&CoW annotation tool Architecture 

Fig.6: Work Document Creation 
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When a member of the project group is opening a document, 
s/he may open in the left side of the Web navigator main 
window, the Annozilla plug-in, which allows her/him to 
annotate as well as to retrieve and read organized annota-
tions by means of their attributes defined above. If the au-
thor decides to create a new annotation, this annotation ap-
pears in a new window containing its body and the indexa-
tion fields in a pull-down menu as in this example with an 
electronic patient file (fig.7).  

 

The next step in the tool development consists in integrating 
in our architecture the indexation elements, i.e. dimensions 
of the ontology and NLP tools; ZOnToM must be connected 
to the annotation server Zannot so that the TM ontology 
representing dimensions and the contexts/co-texts can be 
used for a semi-automatic indexing. The ontologies server 
installation in an on line process will also allow the ontol-
ogy update, by way of user or of NLP tools. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 Conclusion and prospects 
The increasing number of electronic documents forces to-
day’s reader to adapt her/his practices. Traditional collective 
interpretation of texts by use of annotations then becomes an 
activity to be mediatized. Annotating is an activity mixing 
writing and reading and allows annotation’s author to com-
municate with members of interest. We propose to define 
annotation as a kind of discourse, a structured set of memo-

rized concepts which are reorganized as an editable struc-
ture aiming at communicating about a document. 
To represent this discursive annotation activity and so col-
lective interpretation of documents, we chose a classical 
rhetorical model of discourse production. Adapting this 
model to electronic document customs allowed us to design 
a groupware supporting sharable annotations for document 
based sense making within a group: AnT&CoW. Deriving 
from existing annotation’s standards and tools, we drew 
some requirements for AnT&CoW, meeting our theoretical 
model. 
AnT&CoW is a client/server application based on a multi-
dimensional ontology. Our tool’s features are supported by 
Natural Language Processing tools and techniques. 
A first version of this tool is in development being in keep-
ing with an iterative design approach. This tool will allow 
us evaluating our hypothesis not only on discourse produc-
tion model, but also on annotations status and aims. 

 

 

 

 
Plug-in (Annozilla) for an-

notations’ presentation  

 

 Window for annotations’ creation  

 

 

 

 
 Fig.7 – AnT&CoW Interface for Electronic Patient File 
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Abstract 

The methodology of knowledge capitalization 
allows to create a decision help system for 
diagnosis and repair of industrial plants. The 
objective is to create a corporate memory of an 
enterprise specialized in maintenance services. 
This memory is acquired by the knowledge 
capitalization process. The knowledge is “alive” 
and evolves in the knowledge management. The 
diagnostic and repair help system for 
maintenance operators is developed within the 
framework of distributed e-maintenance platform 
in the European project Proteus. This tool is 
based on the case-based reasoning technology. 
The principal phases of this approach are 
discussed and our contributions are shown. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays methodologies of knowledge capitalization in 

enterprise has become more and more important in the 

industry. To capitalize knowledge means “to reuse,  in a 

relevant way, the knowledge of a given domain 

previously stored and modeled, in order to perform new 

tasks”. This knowledge is stored in a database called 

“corporate memory”, i.e. “a structured set of knowledge 

related to the firm experience in a given domain”. The 

expert knowledge should be identified, formalized and 

modeled in order to be retrieved, used and updated by 

enterprise employees [Grundstein, 1994]. The knowledge 

is “alive” and evolves in the knowledge management. 

Techniques of knowledge capitalization are based on 

information acquisition. This information is issued from 

technical documents and interviews done with the experts.  
The objective of this study is to build an intelligent 

application for diagnosis and repair in the context of 
maintenance services. It is targeted to maintenance 
operators for their daily tasks. This decision tool is 
developed within the framework of the distributed e-
maintenance platform shown on the fig.1. The design of a 
generic software architecture for web-based e-
maintenance centers is the aim of the European project 
Proteus consisting of 16 partners from France, Germany 

and Belgium. The platform brings a major asset to 
maintenance interventions and maintenance services in 
general by enabling expertise via Internet directly to the 
user site. The web portal in the core allows different users 
– maintenance actors – to access to decision support for 
their activities. The platform integrates a number of 
systems and knowledge bases like CMMS (Computerized 
Maintenance Management System), SCADA 
(Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), maintenance 
data bases and e-documentation and finally applications 
and tools for decision support.     

 

Figure 1. Architecture of Proteus platform. 

The paper contains the introduction to the knowledge 
capitalization cycle in the section 2. Moreover, the 
techniques and methods of knowledge representation 
developed in artificial intelligence are introduced in the 
section 3. We choose the ontology techniques to create 
the maintenance domain model and we associate to this 
knowledge model a reasoning mechanism in order to ease 
its use. The case-based reasoning was chosen as the 
problem solving mechanism for our interactive help 
system and is briefly introduced. The ontology of 
maintenance domain is presented in the section 4. The 
application on the pallet transfer system SORMEL is 
shown with its case representation and the developed case 
base to test the system in the section 5. The principles and 
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contributions in each phase of the CBR technology 
coupled with the ontology techniques are shown and the 
first results are discussed in the conclusion.  

2 Knowledge capitalization in enterprise 

There are several methodologies of knowledge 

capitalization combining the technical, human and 

organizational aspects which can be presented according 

to two approaches: 

• corporate memory itself like methods REX
1
, 

MEREX2, CYGMA3 that consider 6 categories of 

industrial knowledge with jobs’ reference. 

Workshop FX results from work of social sciences 

which aim at using the actor’s experience of the 

industrial process to create enterprise knowledge; 

• models resulting from the knowledge engineering 

which methods are KADS4, CommonKADS5, 

KOD6, MKSM7 associated with its extension 

MASK8, Componential framework etc., which 

present various conceptual models interacting to 

each other. 

We are not interested in the industrial process in this 
paper so we focus on the methods of knowledge 
engineering. The principles are briefly pointed out in the 
following section.  

2.1 Cycle of knowledge capitalization 

The fig. 2 proposed by Michel Grundstein illustrates this 
process. We follow the process cycle of knowledge 
capitalization and we associate to each phase of this 
process the methods we used in the field of e-
maintenance. The cycle highlights 4 phases.  

Detection of information: the practices of 
maintenance experts were observed in their activity of 
industrial plant diagnosis and repair. This observation was 
combined with the analysis of maintenance process 
presented in [Rasovska et al., 2004]. 

Storing of knowledge: the design of such a system 
necessitates the knowledge modeling which is declined by 

                                                 
1 REX: method of experience feedback developed for design 

of nuclear engines in CYGMA Cycle  
2 MEREX: developed for Renault to improve engineering 

process for cars 
3 CYGMA: Cycle de vie et Gestion des Métiers et 

Applications (Lifecycle and management of Jobs and 

Applications)  
4 KADS: Knowledge Acquisition and Design Structuring 
5 CommonKADS: An Advanced and Comprehensive 

Methodology for Integrated KBS Development 
6 KOD: Knowledge Oriented Design (Knowledge On 

Demand) 
7 MKSM: Method for Knowledge Systems Management 
8 MASK: Méthode d’Analyse et de Structuration des 

Connaissances (Method of knowledge analysis and 

structuration) 

a representation model associated to a problem solving 
model. It was thus necessary to create a knowledge model 
of the domain shown in the next section.  

Capitalization of knowledge: the capitalization is 
done by the platform of e-maintenance developed by 
project partners specialized in information technologies. 
The platform is used as a support for information 
diffusion. Web services were developed in order to relate 
knowledge acquisition with the access to expertise. The 
description of these interfaces is not studied in this paper, 
because this would bring nothing to the methodology of 
knowledge capitalization. 

Update of knowledge: this step is ensured by the case-
based reasoning method described later on in the paper. 
The access to the diagnosis service is opened to all 
maintenance actors, on the other hand modifications of 
the case base for its up to date handing-over is authorized 
only to the designated experts.  

 

Strategic 

knowledge

Identify 

Localise 

Update 

Enrich 

Access Diffuse 

Use Integrate 

Model 

Formalise 

Repository 

Preserve 

Detect 

 

Actualise 

 

Capitalize 

  

Figure 2. Cycle of knowledge capitalization 
[Grundstein, 1994]. 

The techniques and methods developed in artificial 
intelligence are necessary to formalize knowledge and to 
handle it, so the summary of them is briefly reviewed in 
the next section. 

3 Techniques and methods of knowledge 

representation in AI 

The most frequently used techniques of knowledge 
representation in knowledge capitalization are the 
following: 

• The knowledge structuring by hypertext links 

between the information pages or by case bases 

which represents the cases with database 

descriptors. 

• The knowledge indexation when the volume of 

existing documentation is huge by using linguistico-

statistical techniques. 

•  The expert integration in the capitalization process 

when one is not able to model his knowledge.  

• The detailed knowledge modeling used in this paper 

and introduced later on in the paper.  
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In our case the method of detailed knowledge modeling 
is proposed. This method allows to formalize expert 
knowledge in diagnosis and repair of industrial plants, 
intended for maintenance service. To handle this 
formalized knowledge is the task of knowledge 
management. 

3.1 Different approaches 

Methods of corporate memory construction are 
dissociated according to two complementary approaches 
of knowledge modeling: 

• Bottom up approach consists in collecting verbal 

data from experts and gathering them to form a 

knowledge model.  

• Downward approach "or approach directed by 

models" focuses on an expertise model definition in 

order to filter acquired knowledge and to guide 

effectively the acquisition process. 

These two approaches were compared in [Duribreux-
Cocquebert and Houriez, 2000]. We retain that the 
downward approach has the major advantage to separate 
knowledge from the field of its use. This allows to define 
generic components in order to be reusable in other 
domains. The bottom up approach presents a structured 
expertise model described by terminology suitable for the 
concrete problem which entails a lack of abstraction. 
Therefore our study was directed more towards the 
downward approach. 
One of the methods of reference in this approach is 

KADS (Knowledge Acquisition and Design Structuring) 
and Common KADS. Its structure in layers uses generic 
problem solving methods describing the reasoning on the 
good abstraction level. MASK is another method based on 
cognitive analysis principles and on the experience 
feedback. It is the extension of MKMS (Management 
Knowledge System Modeling) proposed by CEA 
(Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique). It allows to 
represent the expertise from three complementary 
viewpoints: context (jobs concerned approach), know how 
(cognitive engineering approach) and informatics 
(computer engineering) [Van Craeynest et al., 2000]. 
These basic methods cannot take into account every 
particular problem type. Thus they are adapted and used 
in different studies.  
Actually, the re-using of all methods opens 

perspectives to create the expertise models based on the 
integration of the two approaches. Duribreux-Cocquebert 
and Houriez [2000] propose a mixed approach combining 
the KADS method and the KOD method (Knowledge 
Oriented Design) which makes models from the core. As 
far as the downward methods are concerned, Talbi, et al. 
[2000] builds for a given problem class a methodological 
solution which is based on the tool OPENKADS. 
However, the re-using of known methods can be partial 
and is based on the domain elements specification or on 
the reasoning used in the method. As Reynaud, et al. 
[2000] declares:  "…  Applied to the domain elements, the 

re-using technique is based on the definition of ontology 
describing explicitly the domain elements. Applied to the 
reasoning elements, it is based on abstract descriptions of 
the problem solving methods.". 

3.2 Knowledge representation and ontology 

[Reynaud et al., 2000] proposes to build a model for 

generic problem solving system from the domain 

ontology specified formally. The definition of ontology is 

given in [Charlet et al., 1996]: “to make an ontology 

means to decide about existing individuals, concepts and 

properties they are characterized by and relations they are 

connected to each other”.  
Ontology refers to a set of concrete terms used to 

describe a certain knowledge domain and to build a 
representation of it. Ontology provides a knowledge 
representation vocabulary, often specialized to a domain 
or a subject matter. Knowledge representation in artificial 
intelligence is structural, the ontology defines concepts 
and instances of these concepts and might also define the 
goal of a specific instance. Ontological analysis clarifies 
the structure of knowledge and facilitates the creation of 
vocabulary. The knowledge can be described in a way 
that is language and implementation independent, and 
facilitate efficient knowledge sharing. 
Schreiber [1994] distinguishes the domain ontology 

and the model ontology. The first one contains specific 
terms and expressions of application domain. The model 
ontology describes the structure imposed on domain 
knowledge by task and problem solving method.  
A lot of ontological studies are created by lexical 

representation of special domain. Texts like technical 
documentation are resources of knowledge acquisition 
and are studied by scientists in the linguistic and 
terminology. These methods are placed in the bottom up 
approach.   
In this context our knowledge model is proposed as the 

integration of expertise domain ontology. The case-based 
reasoning is associated to like the problem solving 
method. 

3.3 Case-Based Reasoning 

Currently developed methods focus on the expertise and 

are opened towards a user. They are conceived on the 

basis of cognitive human reasoning as Perron [2000] 

reminds, that is the goal of case-based reasoning methods. 

These methods use similar previous cases to solve a new 

problem. This is one of the mechanisms of analogical 

reasoning where the episodic memory organisation is used 

as shows Kolodner [1991]. 

During the last years the case-based reasoning has 

begun to play a significant role in the knowledge 

management. This approach is close to the human 

reasoning because it uses similar cases to make a 

decision. Moreover, there is a dynamic aspect of 

knowledge capitalization included in the permanent 

knowledge evolution. This represents a difficulty for 
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many methods except the case-based reasoning 

technology that solve this problem in its evolution cycle. 

The case-based reasoning implements a knowledge base 

made up of cases containing the experience of already 

solved problems where one can seek cases similar to the 

problem to be solved. This case base or knowledge base 

will make part of the emergent corporate memory based 

on the ontology techniques introduced above. 

 

Figure 3. The CBR cycle [Aamodt and Plaza, 
1994]. 

Aamodt and Plaza [1994] present the case-based 

reasoning as a problem-solving paradigm and propose 

four principal phases as shows the fig. 3. The retrieve 

phase find the most similar case or cases according to the 

similarity between the request and previously experienced 

cases stored in the case base. The reuse phase uses 

solutions of the similar cases in order to solve the new 

problem. The differences between the reminded case and 

the new case are taken into account and the old solution is 

adapted to the new situation. The phase “revise” of the 

proposed solution evaluates the proposed solution in the 

real world. And the retain phase store a new case in the 

case base. An other very important task in the CBR cycle 

is the case representation and acquisition which needs 

knowledge representation techniques. 

The cases are stored and organized according to well 

defined criteria making it possible to find them effectively 

[Fuchs, 1997]. Moreover, the acquisition of a new case 

makes it possible to make evolve the knowledge. The 

CBR feasibility for the decision-making aid for operators 

in industrial supervision was shown in the study of the 

decision making process [Mille, 1995]. In this paper the 

phase revise and retain are not studied. Just the first three 

steps are described.  

[Lenz, et al., 1998] distinguishes two different points of 

view on CBR applications: the domain and the task type. 

This study is situated in mechanical engineering domain 

and has the diagnosis as the task type. The CBR support 

tool is designed to the maintenance domain. The goal is to 

decide about the diagnosis in diagnostic process and to 

propose the repair operation. Hence, in the next section 

the model of diagnostic and repair help system applied to 

maintenance domain is proposed. 

The current research in this domain is focused on 

detailed knowledge representation and in this view, 

Althoff [2001] considers the CBR as the technology of 

knowledge-based system implementation. The knowledge 

is stored in the form of cases in a case base which can 

thus be regarded as a knowledge base. The cases in the 

case base are created by representation and detailed 

modeling of domain knowledge. We propose the 

articulation of ontology techniques with the creation of 

case in the case-based reasoning. The case vocabulary 

joins the domain ontology and we can use this for the case 

base. The knowledge items in the ontology are relied by 

relations as “composed-of, is, has-for-instance” etc. We 

form these concepts in according to case structure and we 

create the case base for our CBR system. 

[Bergmann et al., 2001] distinguish 3 different types of 

CBR systems with regard to their case representation: 

• textual – the cases are in a free text form. 

• structural – the cases are in a form of lists of 

questions and answers (for each case the questions 

can be different). 

• conversational  - the cases are in a form of lists of 

attributes which are specified progressively and the 

all the characteristics are known like the domain 

model. 

The knowledge capitalization, issued from the 

knowledge engineering, and the case-based reasoning as 

one of the techniques from artificial intelligence, join each 

other. We thus worked out the structural case-based 

reasoning system to create an interactive system of 

knowledge capitalization in e-maintenance.  

4 Ontology of maintenance domain 

 Expertise 

Equipment analysis Analysis of fault historic 

Equipment 

decomposition 

Functional 

analysis 
FMECA SOA 

Equipment model Failure model 

Model of diagnosis and repair help system 
 

Figure 4. Equipment expertise. 

To make a domain ontology means to model this domain, 
i.e. to define objects, to describe them and to structure the 
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gathered descriptions. This implies to precise the 
description language and the acquisition system. During 
the realisation of application the informal description of 
objects should be transformed in the formal one 
[Bachimont, 2000]. Bézivin [2000] stressed that meta 
models as they are used by OMG (Object Management 

Group) answer well this constraint. OMG approved the 
notation UML which permits to specify, create, visualise 
and store the system objects in the form of diagrams 
comprehensible for both users and developers [Rumbaugh 
et al., 1999]. In particular, class diagram allows to 
represent ontology of domain knowledge.

 

Figure 5. General maintenance ontology of diagnosis  and repair help system.

The ontology of expertise domain in maintenance used for 
decision support system is developed from the 
maintenance process analysis, reliability concepts, the 
analysis of equipment to be maintained and the expert 
reasoning and practice. It is developed in the ontology 
editor Protégé

9
 [http://protege.stanford.edu]. The 

diagnosis is based on two complementary analyses, the 
first of the equipment and the second related to the fault 
history recorded in the CMMS (Computerized 
Maintenance Management System) shown in the fig. 4. It 
is the methodology for creating an ontology. This 
expertise representation on the equipment will be 
translated in the form of class diagram. The purpose of 
functional analysis is the hierarchical equipment model. 
The equipment decomposition analyses equipments parts. 
The method FMECA (Failure Modes and Effects 
Criticality Analysis) identifies failure modes of equipment 
parts and its criticality. Finally SOA system identifies the 
symptom, the origin and the action of a failure. The case 
representation and modeling in the computerized 

                                                 
9 Protégé is an integrated software tool to construct domain 

ontology, to customize data entry forms and to enter data as well 

as to develop knowledge-based systems.  

decision-making system are based on the equipment and 
failure models. 
The proposed data model is based on the previous 
analysis of general maintenance process presented by 
[Rasovska, et al., 2004]. This paper focuses on the 
diagnostic and repair tasks and proposes an UML class 
diagram of CBR support. In the fig. 5 the UML class 
diagram is presented. It describes, on the one hand, the 
equipment, its decomposition and functionality on fig. 5A 
that serves later to the ontology of case descriptors. The 
equipment analysis is made by reliability tools that 
professionals apply on equipments in order to assure their 
maintenance and that are shown on fig. 5B. These two 
parts make part of the domain ontology. On the other 
hand, the diagram describes the structure of diagnosis and 
repair help system based on the equipment analysis 
presented in the domain ontology ( see fig. 5C). The CBR 
concepts form the model ontology. 
The equipment is decomposed in the form of a tree 
structure. Each equipment has the function specification 
described by the classes InternalFunctionType and 
ExternalFunctionType. The first one specifies type of 
equipment function like mechanical, hydraulic etc. The 
second one represents hierarchy and dependencies 
between each function of the equipment. The equipment 
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is linked with the class Failure. This is identified in the 
FMECA and makes part of the FaultTree.  In the fault 
tree a breakdown is characterized by a Symptom which is 
the description of this breakdown caused by another 
failure called origin. 
The decision help system is described by the class 

DecisionModel. The case-based reasoning stores the cases 
(Case) in the CaseBase. The case is composed of two 
different parts, namely the description of the case 
(CaseDescription) and its solution (CaseSolution). The 
description is associated with the CharacteristicSet 
containing the variables (Variable) which characterize the 
symptom of the failure (Symptom). The CharacteristicSet 
is linked by the SimilarityMeasurement based on Distance 
and Weight to find the similar cases in the case base. The 
diagnosis consists in describing the symptom by variables 
which allows identification of failure origin and thus 
determination of RepairAction and suitable technical 
Document for the operation. The class of rules 
AdaptationRules is introduced to adapt the solutions of 
old cases to the new ones. Each class of this diagram can 
be instantiated in order to create objects and consequently 
cases as. A case is represented by an instantiation of the 
class diagram [Ruet, 2002]. 

5 Application 

 

Figure 6. The transfer system SORMEL. 

The application of the decision support system was done 
on the pallet transfer system shown in fig. 6. It represents 
a flexible production system. It is composed of five 
robotized working stations which are served by a transfer 
system of pallets organized into double rings (internal and 
external). Each station is equipped with pneumatic 
actuators (pushers, pullers and indexers) and electric 
actuators (stopper) as well as a certain number of 
inductive sensors (proximity sensors). 
An inductive read/write module allows to identify and 
locate each pallet and to provide information relative to 

required operation in a concrete station. The displacement 
of the pallets is ensured by friction on belts which are 
involved by electric motors. Each pallet has a magnetic 
label that is used like embarked memory. This memory 
can be read in each working station thanks to magnetic 
read/write modules (Balogh) and allows the memorizing 
of the product assembly sequence. These labels thus 
enable to determine the pallet path through the system.  
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Figure 7. The working station of SORMEL. 

The working station is described in more details in fig. 

7. The pallets are conveyed on the interior ring which 

allows the transit between the various stations. When the 

pallet should be handled by a robot in the concrete 

working station (information read on the label of the 

pallet), the latter is deviated on the external ring where the 

concerned working station is. The working station is 

situated on the external ring and contains pneumatic and 

electric actuators (puller, pusher, indexer, stopper) and 

inductive sensors. 

5.1 Architecture of decision support system 

The architecture of proposed decision support system for 
diagnosis and repair within the e-maintenance platform is 
illustrated in fig. 8. The web portal of CBR tool for users 
is connected by Proteus with the CBR algorithm module 
and the web services (developed under Java and Python). 
This module is connected with the case base and 
description procedures developed in Protégé. The 
description procedures formalise dynamically the suitable 
questions in order to work out the description of the new 
problem (target case). The questions are asked to an 
operator, or to other modules integrated in the platform. 
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The CBR module uses the ontology of Belfort site and the 
generic ontology of maintenance. 

 

CBR 

Casebase 
Description procedures 

     Belfort Maintenance Ontology 

      Belfort Instances 

CBR 

     Proteus Maintenance Ontology 

CBR Algo + W.S. 

(Java/Python) 

 

Figure 8. Architecture of decision support 
system. 

Once the maintenance intervention request with the 
basic failure information has been received, maintenance 
operator asks for help from the diagnosis and repair 
decision support system. The system works out a new 
problem description by questions to the operator and by 
automatic collection of information and values coming 
from sensors from integrated systems in the platform, 
namely monitoring system SCADA and CMMS. A new 
problem is matched against cases in the case base and the 
most similar cases are retrieved. The solution suggested 

by these cases is adapted (reused) for the new situation 
and tested for success. 

5.2 Case elaboration 

The case representation and case acquisition are essential 
development components in the creation of CBR 
applications. The phase of case acquisition proves to be a 
significant aspect of knowledge engineering. The case 
development consists in facilitating the problem 
description in order to allow the search of a case whose 
solution will be most easily adaptable. The general 
method lies on completion or filtration of problem 
description which is based on domain knowledge. So that 
the eventual incomplete description is deduced and the 
weighting of descriptors is done in function of identified 
dependencies between new problem’s descriptors and the 
searched solution’s ones. 
A case is a description of problem solving episode. In 

general, it is the association of some problem and its 
solution. There is a number of different theories on case 
representation but the most often used one is structured in 
a list of descriptors that take the form of complex objects. 
The case representation requires to list the various system 
components and to characterize them. It is based on the 
domain ontology developed in Protégé and shown on the 
fig. 9 and on the model ontology of CBR system shown 
on the fig. 10. The ontology of CBR system manipulates 
the domain ontology and use it in order to create the cases 
in the case base. 

 

Figure 9. Domain ontology in Protégé. 
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Figure 10. Model ontology of CBR system in Protégé.

5.3 Case representation 

Case 

(type 1)  Attribute : value 
Description    
Symptom : 

problem with 

Transfer  

[alimentation, grafcet, transfer]  

Context 

identification 

Localization_set: station  

[station, belt, simple turn, double turn] 

localization Localization_zone: pusher  

[puller, pusher, indexer, conv-int, conv-ext] 

  

Localization_sub-zone: entry  

[entry, pusher,exit] 

Context’s 

attribute:  

Sensor D1: 1  

[0(indicates no pallet), 1(indicate pallet)] 

 state Balogh 0: 1  

[1(pallet enters into the station), 0(pallet doesn’t 

enter)] 

  

Stopper S1: 0  

[0(stopper on the top), 1(stopper in the bottom)]  

  

Pusher: does not return to its position  

[push, does not return to its position, does not push 

] 

Solution    

Functional  

Symptom: problem with transfer means blocked 

pallet  

equipment  Localization of this pallet : station.pusher.entry 

mode D1: good function (OK) 

  
Balogh 0: pallet does not enter into the station 

(OK) 

  S1: good function (OK) 

  Pusher broken up 

Action Jack of pusher except service 

Figure 11. Case representation. 

The context of the case definition in the case base is the 
transfer system SORMEL. The case characteristics are 
issued from components of different nature such as 
sensors, controllers and control (command) units. To each 
component its state and an failure mode is associated. In 
the case description on fig. 11 there are states of sensors, 
actuators and pallets. Moreover the problem is localized 
from comparison of different components‘ states. The 
case solution raises from the functional mode of 
component where the problem is located. 

The example of a case is presented at fig. 11. 

The case is elaborated from the symptoms description 

characterizing the problem nature. During the acquisition 

of a new problem description one specifies: 

• context (system, subsystem, component) by locating 

the failure, 

• components of this context and their states 

(equipment and its value is listed).  

The problem solution summarizes components identified 
in the context with their operating (functional, failure) 
modes. This leads to the identification of the failed one 
and to the repair action associated to the proposal of the 
operator skills for this intervention, required spare parts, 
required tools and suitable technical documentation. The 
case representation is object oriented.  
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From the localization of zones, sub-zones etc. the 
components are identified (sensors, actuators, Balogh etc). 
For this the failure detection rules are applied, created in 
studying the case base: 
IF ((pallet is present) AND (sensor does not signal)) 
THEN [ failing sensor OR pallet in a bad direction ] 
Once the generic rules identified, the case base will be 
composed of a minimum of generic cases representing a 
more consequent case unit. 
In the proposed system, the case acquisition is done by 

filling out a form, during the new problem description. 

This questionnaire follows the tree decomposition of 

cases from the case base, and the closed questions 

presented depend on the failure localization. The 

recording of a new case in the case base is done during 

retaining step after its revision. 

5.4 Retrieve and reuse 

 

Case1 Case2 Case3 

Pusher 

Puller 

Balogh1 

Balogh0 

Pallet-yes 

Pallet-no 

Case nodes Information entity 

?  Similarity σ •–• Relevance ρ 

 

Case1 Case2 Case3 

Pusher 

Puller 

Balogh1 

Balogh0 

Pallet-yes 

Pallet-no 

Activation Similarity 

propagation 

Relevance propagating 
 

Figure 12. The case retrieval nets. 

The ontology was established like a tool of knowledge 
sharing for various actors of the e-maintenance platform 
and is at the origin of the case base for decision support 
tool based on CBR technology. The ontology takes the 
form of a net to which the principle of case retrieval nets 
(CRN) presented in [Lenz, 1999] is applied. This structure 
enables to make the base available to other systems 
providing necessary information like SCADA, CMMS 
etc. The basic knowledge in CRN is an information entity 
represented as terms in the ontological structure to which 

we give acceptable values. A case is a set of these 
information entities (IE) and the case memory is a net 
with nodes for the IEs observed in the domain and 
additional nodes denoting the particular cases. IE nodes 
may be connected by similarity arcs and a case node is 
reachable from its constituting IE nodes via relevance arcs 
(see figure 12). Different degrees of similarity and 
relevance may be expressed by varying arc weights.  
Given this structure, case retrieval is performed by 

• activating the IEs given in the query 

• propagating activation according to similarity 

through the net of IEs 

• and collecting the achieved activation in the 

associated case nodes. 

For more details see [Lenz, 1999]. Thanks to the CRN 
retrieval, a case is retrieved in a tree structure. This avoids 
to put the same questions on the failure several times in 
the different steps. 
The similarities between the variables are done by the 
simple comparison of their values. Two points of view on 
the similarity can be taken into account: the similarity 
within the description of case and the similarity within the 
solution of case. Similarity measures are adapted to the 
object oriented case representation. The path of pallet in 
the transfer system is taken into account in the case 
comparison. The similarity ( )21O,OSim represents the 
global similarity between two case descriptions Ο1 and Ο2 

( ) ( )∑
=

=
p

i

ii o,osimO,OSim
1

2121 ω , where 

ωi is the weight of attribute I, p is the number of attributes 
and simi is the local similarity calculated for the common 
class of two representations of attribute i  

 

Component 

Actionner Magnetic 

Détector  
Convoyer 

Pneumatic 

Actionner 

Electric 

Actuator 
Balogh 

Stopper 

Indexer 

Brace Belt 

Variator 

Motor 

Pallet 

D2 D3 

D1 

Balogh0 
Balogh1 Puller 

Pusher 

Instance Class 
S2 

S1 S3 

Figure 13. Ontology of case descriptors.  
For two objects o1 and o2 the similarity is calculated while 
going up to the first common concept of these objects and 
by comparing the slots/attributes common on this level. 
For example, one object relates to the pusher. The new 
object corresponds to the puller and in the descriptors 
hierarchy (ontology of case descriptors on fig. 13) one can 
see that the two objects belong to the class actuator. The 
generalized class actuator will lead to the solution for the 
new problem. The ontology of case descriptors is issued 
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from the domain ontology and serves for the retrieve and 
reuse phase of the case-based reasoning cycle. 
The reuse phase consists in re-using similar explanations 
to substitute suggestions for solutions by other elements 
chosen according to differences to reduce. In the reuse 
phase, the components hierarchy will be used in order to 
generalize the decision rules. The transfer system consists 
of 5 identical stations; it is thus possible to build generic 
classes to adapt the solutions for each particular station. In 
the work of Lenz on case retrieval nets, the adaptability of 
cases is not taken into account in the retrieve phase. In 
this proposition the descriptors hierarchy is used to 

replace a given descriptor by an other one of the same 
family and to apply actions associated to it. The 
adaptation strategy is introduced based on the adaptation 
operators designed to the diagnosis and repair domain. An 
adaptation operator is applied to a characteristic attribute 
of a case solution. Three types of possible adaptation are 
distinguished: 

• insertion of an action; 

• suppression of an action; 

• modification of action parameters or modification 

of action. 

 

 

Figure 14. Example of print screens for diagnostic assistance.
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5.5 User interface 

One of the reproaches to the expert and knowledge based 
systems is that they are not adapted to users who are not 
specialist in the informatics and therefore the systems are 
not exploited as they should. In order to answer all the 
potential user needs, this tool intended to function in e-
maintenance is regarded as an interface of the web 
service. In the fig. 14 examples of print screens are 
shown. The programming language to implement the web 
service of CBR is Java. User interface is developed in 
html. 

Conclusion 

We have proposed the knowledge capitalisation method in 
order to create a corporate memory in the enterprise 
specialised in maintenance services. It is the method of 
knowledge modelling which purpose is to formalise the 
expertise knowledge and to develop tools for this 
knowledge manipulation like other methods 
CommonKADS, MKMS and MASK.  
In the last decade, there have been more and more 
artificial intelligence methods and applications used to 
improve industrial process operations and production. 
Among the most popular, there are case-based reasoning 
techniques applied in the fields where human operator 
experiences are demanded, such as fault diagnosis, repair 
help systems, management decision support systems or 
logistic support systems. The CBR systems make part of 
actual generation of expert systems. CBR systems are able 
of cooperating with human users and so the quality of 
support given and the manner of its presentation are 
important issues. For the implementation of decision 
support systems, it is necessary to cover the design 
process, the matching of requirements and needs for 
proposed systems. The process of equipment maintenance 
handles a huge volume data that is not always complete 
that requires up to date handing-over. The incremental 
decision help tools are to be envisaged. Process operation 
support systems require a CBR method that can represent 
system dynamics and fault propagation phenomena. 
Nevertheless, there is some problem in using the CBR 
system. Until today the systems are often isolated and 
they cannot cooperate with other systems. There is no 
aspect of standardisation in the creation of case and case 
vocabulary. On the other side the ontology techniques 
aims at the systematic creation and storage of knowledge 
assets based on the characterization of knowledge items. 
So the CBR system is completed by using the ontology 
techniques which are based on the formal description and 
standardisation but have no reasoning mechanism 
allowing to use existing knowledge. Thus the case 
representation join the creation of domain ontology and 
the cases as knowledge items are reused and exploited by 
case-based reasoning mechanism. The knowledge items 
are easily handled and with the case retrieval nets 
approach can be manipulated in the CBR cycle. 

The CBR is designed as an interactive system; it can deal 
with the knowledge of experts. This knowledge goes 
behind the standard solutions of text books [Lenz et al., 
1998]. The implementation of appropriate CBR support is 
possible only with the handling of incomplete 
information. A case connects information which have 
appeared together in a problem solving process. Actually 
the case base contains about twenty cases. This has 
allowed to test the case retrieval. These tests will follow 
up. The limits and the constraints of the proposed 
methodology application are in the domain modeling 
which is after all inevitable for the implementation of 
intelligent application system. 
This study has focused on the ontology construction of the 
CBR system and its application to the real industrial 
platform. The system that use case-based reasoning 
techniques is designed to support human decision-making, 
learning and action. This hypothesis is supported by a 
number of already realised and successfully implemented 
projects of similar specialisation.  
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	Abstract
	This paper describes an Annotation Tool supporting Collaborative Work (AnT&CoW) and particularly collective interpretation of documents using annotation. In the first part, we present our methodology to design such a groupware based on a theoretical ac
	1Introduction
	Nowadays, documents are a central point of intere
	These questions are tackled here from the critical reading point of view, contrary to a reading which would not aim at producing knowledge or another text. A critical reading creates an interpretation enlightening not only the text that is read but also
	Collective sense making in organizations from rea
	According to us, the collective interpretation of documents, which are the marks of the actions in the organization, will allow collective sense making. This cooperative interpretation process thus permits to take advantage of documents while letting abl
	We propose to support this collective interpretat
	We then propose to support this discursive collab
	Studies have been conducted at the KMI \(Knowled
	In this paper, we first present methodological principles to design a groupware supporting active collective interpretation of documents (AnT&CoW). Then, we focus on existing works in modeling writing activities. In section 4, we present a model of dis
	2Methodological principles to design a groupware supporting collective interpretation of documents
	The context of our research leads us to define new practices to support collective interpretation of digital document. Then, a classical software design process, deducing design principles from a needs analysis or an existing activity analysis, is not su
	The design process which we are presenting here draws its inspiration from the methodological positioning in the field of design in Educational Research by [Baker, 2000], carried on, in France, by Tchounikine [Tchounikine, 2002]. These authors distinguis
	However, theories from humanities usually mobiliz
	Designing consists then in defining new models, with new concepts, in keeping with the theory, in order to describe an artefact supporting and marking interactions. The theory will then help us to analyze these recorded interactions.
	We thus propose the following process, illustrated in Fig. 1: From a social science theory fitting to phenomena which one wishes to support/observe, use or define a descriptive model of these phenomena which makes the theory operational. This descriptive
	Fig. 1 – Groupware design based on a theoretical 
	It seems to us that although the step of designing mediatized activity is always present while designing software, the activities of this phase are not usually explicit. It occurs as if it was possible to define design principles of an artifact supportin
	In the following section, in order to define a description model which fits our problematics of collective interpretation of documents, we present existing work on analysis of documents centered activities
	3Which theory to analyze discourse production activity?
	In the field of cognitive psychology, many researchers have studied mental activities involved in writing, distinguishing text comprehension and text production.
	With regard to comprehension models, the research
	Concerning production models, the stress is laid on editorial processes of planning, formatting and reviewing, and the control model which allows to apply these processes. The authors frequently quoted in this field are [Hayes and Flower, 1980] who propo
	As we presented in section 2, our approach consists in designing a groupware on the basis of the theoretical analysis of the collective activity this groupware intends to support. The descriptive models of comprehension or production offered by cognitive
	4Discourse production model
	Writing is the place of complex and evolutionary 
	We find these two types of factors in the rhetori
	The discourse production process as recommended in this didactical context is made up of two phases: "Divisio" and "Compositio". Divisio is done while reading and consist in dividing a text in understandable units, in memorizable short segments. Composit
	The first stage of Divisio is Cogitatio. It is an individual memorial stage which consists in associating, by a conscious choice and recall, images and sections of a chronologically divided content of a document in various memorial places. Textual fragme
	Collatio is the phase where textual fragments stored in several distinct places in memory are combined in a structure. In this phase connections between the various places of contents are created. A co-text is then formed by semantically binding new memo
	Compositio is divided into four stages of activity evoking stages of document creation. The stage of Inventio is close to that of Collatio insofar as it is question of creating semantic links between various memorized elements, on the "res" (conceptual 
	The following phase will be the formatting in word of this conceptual outline. It is a traditional phase of drafting, called "Dictamen". We see with this stage the physical discourse creation, classically done on an adjustable support (a draft), where 
	The Exemplar phase consists in transforming the draft support of the discourse in a perennial support. The discourse remains strictly identical to the one found in output of the process of Dictamen.
	The last phase but not the least in this succession of process is the Emendare where the final copy of the discourse is diffused and then openly commented by the addition of public comments, "notae" or arguments of an author to the original text. This ph
	This model represents a method of discourse production strongly supported by memory. In a computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) context, discursive creation must be supported by an adequate tool enabling storing, creating and sharing information
	5Model of mediatized discourse production
	We are interested here in collaborative interpreting numerical document, sense making by several participants. We will not take into account non-textual numerical documents.
	The transformation of the discourse production model within a mediatized framework, enables us to define the following stages to recommend (Fig. 3). First, the text of the document is segmented to be stored in a memory as memorizable fragments.
	These segments are then indexed to avoid the loss of the document structure as consistent unity. It is important to chronologically index the segments to mark the hierarchy of the various paragraphs in a text document, various words in a paragraph... Thi
	The structuring phase represents a hierarchizing process, organizing ideas according to a chronological outline. A detailed outline is defined, containing all ideas necessary to the formatting phase, the change of concepts, to words, to discourse. It is
	The writing phase is the one where the outline is formatted in text giving a discourse as a result. This discourse is not the final objective of this activity in this vision of rhetoric, since it is then published to become an amendable object, a writing
	This phase when the published discourse is assessed by other members of the community is extremely important as it is allowing the validation of the Exemplar, its improvement even, and constituting a written authority, a reference discourse in the commun
	Within a collective interpretation purpose, annotating a document thus consists, according to us, in following a process of formatting organized ideas in a discourse. Indeed, following the reading of a document, it comes to engage a process which enables
	For example, in a collaborative work context, one can consider the sharing of a document in order to be commented on. After a visualization phase of the text, a reading, the text read will be segmented to allow the addition of a structured comment, of a
	Just as a reference text, the annotation can be endorsed thanks to a new link brought to the latter. A reply to a comment allows taking part in the thread of discussion initiated by the first annotation.
	This model of mediatized discourse production, resulting from a model of discourse production activity stemming from rhetoric, enables us to describe the requirements of a groupware assisting this type of discursive production by means of annotation.
	6 Designing AnT&CoW
	6.1Existing annotations standards
	As recommended through the model presented in section 5, the groupware must let users visualize a document, segment it, create various types of associations (indexing, gathering) with the various fragments, write the discourse constituting the annotati
	In an annotation activity, several problems arise: the question of anchoring the annotation and the forms of its meta-information in the original document. These problems are tackled in the field of Semantic Web (SW), which goal is to enrich Web resour
	The SW identifies three types of annotations: simple metadata (modification date, author, etc.) ; annotations which we would describe as "computational" insofar as they are addressed to programs enabling them to take a profit from annotated resources [
	Tools developed since the beginning of the 90’s a
	These researches lead to the definition of the W3
	We are now going to describe and classify these existing annotations tools, and we will clarify our positioning.
	6.2Existing annotations tools
	At present, several annotations clients are available, stemming from SW initiatives. Most of them adopt what we would call a "computationally-semantic" approach. This approach has, as main objective, to index Web pages more or less automatically. These t
	In our view, annotations are not only semantic annotation but discursive annotations and then more than supporting collective interpretation, they create collective interpretation.
	Other annotations clients adopt a more social approach, aiming at facilitating human communication, without considering indexing features or annotation recall. In this software, these annotations can only be sorted on rudimentary metadata such as the cre
	We are considering documents as mediators of disc
	Thus, even if these annotations tools support the interaction more easily than the computational annotations tools, they are not sufficient to implement our model.
	We finally can classify annotations tools in two families; one concentrates on indexing Web pages, supporting their recall, while the other concentrates on human communication through comments. Following the aim to design a collaborative environment, we
	In the following part, we then expose the feature
	7 AnT&CoW requirements
	Following [Zacklad et al, 2003], we define annotation as a type of located metadata, connected to another document. This unit is connected to various parameters such as time, place, participants, its public or private status, its meaning... which means t
	Metadata suggested by Web standards (for example Annotea described above) to index annotations (name of the author, date, topic, type of annotation, etc.) are thus not sufficient for our project. In fact, with this type of index, we cannot store the 
	In order to allow a more subtle classification of these annotations, we thus propose to extend the collaborative annotation indexing not only by domain specific dimensions (topics), but also by a cognitive dimension thanks to an argumentative dimension
	7.1Semiotic ontologies for multi-dimensional indexing
	The three dimensions defined above are described by an ontology. From a SW point of view, ontologies are supposed to represent exhaustively the knowledge of a specific field, structuring concepts in a hierarchy by relations between them. Each concept is
	To avoid this drawback, a more socio-semantics approach of the Web proposes the use of less formal ontologies, which main purpose is to help user navigating through Web pages and not to compute automatically the semantic representation of the document co
	While TM do not require a precise definition of concepts, and are designed to support user browsing Web pages; we adopted this formalism for representing the various dimensions of our ontology.
	In our system, the organizational and argumentative dimensions are built manually. The first one is based on a social analysis of the network, and the second one is based both on a cognitive and a pragmatic analysis of interactions in the network. The do
	7.2NLP tools and methods for domain contextual ontology building
	Due to the low availability of domain-specific ontologies and to the fact that generic ontologies are of little use for domain specific applications, many projects aimed to use NLP techniques to extract semi-automatically terms (concept instances) [Jac
	In our system, NLP techniques are used for two main purposes: building and maintaining the domain-specific ontology from corpora, but also for browsing and indexing annotations.
	The annotation indexing can be done automatically by the tool (date, author, answered annotations codification, automatic chronological thread of discussion) or manually by the user. The annotation manual indexing phase by the user regarding to three d
	The first task, concerning ontology building is done off-line, by extracting terms from a selected corpus and by proposing a simple topic hierarchy (a term is equivalent to a topic).
	Tests were carried out in the medical field \(Al
	It was not possible to use medical ontologies [Me
	For building a semi-formal ontology (structured in topics) from corpora, we identify candidate terms by using a term extractor. Among the term extractor available, we tested LIKES [Rousselot and al, 1996] which is a simple repeated segment extractor id
	We carried out tests on a small medical corpus (14000 words) and obtained an approximately 100 topics ontology. The sizeable drawback of this tool remains the significant number of candidate-terms, which requires a stage of manual cleaning of the resul
	We developed a tool (GenTMInd), identifying hierarchical relations between terms via heuristic rules and structuring them in Topic Maps format. For example, a term matching a pattern Head + Modifier is a subconcept of the Head concept. For the moment, 
	These assumptions and heuristic rules are not sufficient to identify all the hierarchical relations or all the relevant candidate-topics. User thus can manually update the ontology by adding relevant topic-keys indexing her/his annotation and by organizi
	However, after a relevant corpus is gathered, we will extend the search for candidates to a set of domain-specific verbs. We will explore the context of each topic-candidate in order to identify more relations between the topics. If it is possible to fin
	The second task is to help the user indexing his annotation regarding to three dimensions (other indexes like author name, date, title, are automatic), by proposing him/her a semi-automatic indexation of his/her annotation (indexes as name of the auth
	The annotation tool will then propose domain spec
	By creating his/her annotation, the user decides if the annotation is anchored to one or more parts of the document or of several documents. Thus, we consider a complex annotation indexing and multi-anchoring, defining more precisely the co-text of the a
	The next step in this tool implementation is to adapt a more effective term extractor in our system, as FASTR is [Jacquemin and Tzoukermann, 1999], in order to identify the candidate-terms in the annotations bodies and to extract a concept hierarchy by t
	We will now present our distributed architecture and some visualization features of our annotations tool, following W3C standards and integrating NLP tools.
	8AnT&CoW: Architecture and visualization
	Following the Annotea W3C standard, our client/server annotation system implements a distributed architecture (Fig.5):
	The client’s goal is to annotate documents \(for
	We chose a server respecting the Annotea standard, ZAnnot, developed on the Zope platform [Latteier and al, 2003] which has a Web server and several other components managing contents servers or databases. ZAnnot derives benefits from the Zope platform a
	On this platform, we encapsulate the ZTAL server for the natural language processing whose functions are defined above, the ZOnToM ontologies server represented out of TM also containing the indexation context and annotation co-text. The Zorpora server i
	Since it is necessary to adapt the annotations cl
	We provide an interface for the user allowing her/him to manage the topics of the different dimensions and to navigate through stored annotations. Navigation consists of a reading of the annotations arranged in one or more visible windows at the same tim
	Fig.6: Work Document Creation
	When a member of the project group is opening a document, s/he may open in the left side of the Web navigator main window, the Annozilla plug-in, which allows her/him to annotate as well as to retrieve and read organized annotations by means of their att
	The next step in the tool development consists in integrating in our architecture the indexation elements, i.e. dimensions of the ontology and NLP tools; ZOnToM must be connected to the annotation server Zannot so that the TM ontology representing dimens
	9Conclusion and prospects
	The increasing number of electronic documents for
	To represent this discursive annotation activity and so collective interpretation of documents, we chose a classical rhetorical model of discourse production. Adapting this model to electronic document customs allowed us to design a groupware supporting
	AnT&CoW is a client/server application based on a
	A first version of this tool is in development being in keeping with an iterative design approach. This tool will allow us evaluating our hypothesis not only on discourse production model, but also on annotations status and aims.
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